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REPORT Of MAY 
of the plant beds is given at 90
i mpeors t plfonicta.liti To baarse.core tp ri ntt,ds in
plentiful, but In many instances 
SERVED TO THE PEOPLE OF COUNTYiai sire hear them? I, for one, would
preach upon the question at dif-
be more than glad to do so. And
ferent times and let all who de WILL BE - .
Although weather conditions 
small' and Come corn-Went .. Hats oft, emen, ro- the 
all meantesive the people the 14444104413,_ , .tweveag seminereteetlue--
have been unfavorab!e for eitly 
bugs. enterpriming and determined in Riehmad. 
Va., and formed who truth and nuthing but th ulletin published be the depart-
spring wore about 69 . per cent 
The outlook for the fruit crop business men of Murray and 
i the Woman's Missionary Union, truth upon this and all OthePiment o Commerce that Austro-
of the plowing for the corn .of 
is fairly good. Apples show a Culloway county who have ma
de; auxiliary to the Southern Bap- subjects. The Bible classes will Hungary r u i s a Li 188,000.00e
the State had been done by Aptil 
cohdition of 61 per cent, peach- noeeible the preservation of the 
tist -Convention, to which the convene at 9:45 a. m. Come ands pounds of tobacco, Germany 
25th, accerdine to report; made 
es 81 per cent, pears 77 percent, county fair. 
leentucky churches belong. The bring a friend. T. B. Thorno i• 000,000, France 49.000.000, Italy
to the State Department of Ag- 
plums 8S per cent and cherries A conipany composed of about 
societies have grown very rapid- eon, Minister. 23,000,000, Belgium 22,000,000
riculture. During the month of 
95 per cent. One or two locali- twenty citizens, fired with a de. 
ly, the last count being 13,424. ., Good Prices Still Prevailisg, making an aggregate of nearly
April ferm work was greatly re- 
ties report some of the, fruit termination that this institution, - 
What the Union does. It sup- •• , 400,000,000, or practicolly as
tarded by the continued cool and 
blighted by an early freeze, but the biggest thingCalloway ever 
ports all the women missioaries Between 75,000 and 80,000 much tobacco as all the state of
wet weather. The  report follows 
this' was not generally noted. attempted, should be preserved 
sent out by the Southern Ilapt.ist pounds of tobacco was offered Kentucky,- and knowing that.
the 
is 
dark tobacce acreage plann- THE cALLowAy FAIR  is. efiihry;i could 01.0 woRLI1 Bopplimt Writ el per Mt 
-
trt,
_
t PER TEAR
a -sass,
ed fe6 per cent, the condition 
no all.t preachers 9Murray IV  BE pRE_ whtete the trouble
an
in detail: Pastures are irran'euelieas toethe peep* 8W
-del coUnty efateLC"weatleae threngh the li're /or- sttlee-Teesdee-esfetkis week nation
s were at war, I ine 
TitheThe original acreage of wheat 
ally wood condition with the ex co-
ception of old clover, as much al 
send to none should be held
sown last last fall is given as 93 annually
, completed arrange.
per cent offthe normal crop; eo
- that is reported as being winter,ments Wednesday of this week
per cent of same was left stand-
ing May 1st, and the condition
of thisicrop is given at 83 per
cent. The original acreage of
rye sowniwas 93 per cent with
74 per cent left standing April
25th. The:condition of this crop
Is reported at 90 per cent. A
large part of the rye crop was
plowed up:this spring as this is
used largely as a cover crop.
There were but few repoett on per cent, hogs 7 per cent,2
barley as there js only a small loss 
cantinueing the fair the sale
sheep 2 per cent, while the 
acreage of this crop grown in per 
should be nue and void and this
of spring lambs is given at 5
the State of Kentucky. Howev- property tra
nsferred at the pur-
er, the original acreage sown of chase pri
ce to the new fair organ-
the usual crop was given as 94
live stock is good being given as ization. The property was bid in
per cent, while 90 per cent was mules 
Horses 92 pe
le 91 per cent. cattle 
p 
91 
cent, by W. L. Whitnell but under the 
per
left standing April 25th, and the term
s of the sale now reverts to
condition _01 siinv_was 96.er cent, hogs 94 per cent and sheep the new cordpany.
cent. The:oat acreage planner"Ter rent' - ---Triteer
eerfair Unriparirwitt or
Summing up the first crop re-
-
is given at 90 per cent with 89 ganiz
e at once and enter enter-
per cent of it sown May 1st.
port of this year the conclusiongeticelly upon preparations for
The corn acreage planned isl 
is drawn that although spring the fall meet, and will leave
given at e4 per cent, while 
69:wor as k h been retarded, with
per cent of the plowing 
nothing undone to made the fair
wmlfavorable weather conditions af- this fall the biggest_ and best"e ;‘'
' te May r  first the prospects for
done by May 1st.. Farmers are ever held in
 the county.
first-class crops are most excel-
now busy' [planting with condi- Again,
 hats off to these gen-
d 
lent.-Mat.S. Cohen,, ommis-C
ons favorable as of the first of tlemen, an
d with a determine-
sioner of Agriculture.
the month, although complaints tion to pres
erve the fair and
come from al parts of the State Appreciated the Co-operation. make it 
an institution of value
in regard to the plowing and to C
alloway county, let every
planting being delayed by - the To the city council and editors citizen put shou
lder to the wheel
cold and wet weather. of the Murray Ledger and Cello- and lend
 every assistanc posse
0. Reports from the hemp grow- way Times:
 ble that their task might be sue-
ing districts shov: an increased The Civic League desires to 
cessfully accomplished.
acreage planned of at least 149 sincerely thank the city council Wagon and Tobacco Goes Into Creek.
per cent of the usual crop. Re- for its herrty co-operation in the
ports from the counties of Boyle, clean-up and sanitation of Mur-
Bourbon, Fayette, Garrard, Jes- ray and also to the editors of the
•
so
•
killed. The present clover con- preparatory to taking over the
ditions show as 87 per cent, , property. Six thousand dollars
bluegrass 90 percent, alfalfa 881was raised and a deed will be
per cent and orchard grass 92 granted the new organization by
per cent. the old fair association. About
eLivaitock is generally thrifty sixty days ago the stockholders
and in good health. There is of the original fair association
some complaint of clover bloat decided to go into liquidation
and Considerable hog cholera re- and the property was sold at
ported. Loss estimated the public auction with the provi-
last twelve months is 2 percent, sion that should another compa-
that'of mules 1.1 percent, cattle fly organize for the purpose of
------
A wagon belonging to Frank
McClain, bearing 10,000 pounds
samine, Liocelh, Madison, Mer-,.esedger and Times for their very of tobacco, enroute from Mu
r- cents. At the meeting in Ashe• !June. The new structure is a the following importaet inhale--
cer, Union and Woodford skew a:genet-Oaf essietance to .that end ray to Mayfield, fell into Kess
 vilie plans will be, made to ex-one story brick, 20x60 feet, and . .
decided increase-in the acreage through' the columns of their : creek south of Mayfi tend all lines of mission work will be a ni
ce buildeld when 
mation.
' - Austro-Hungary. -"o figures
plannediforethis crop over what papers. This has been a labor the bridge broke Thursday af- 
,
done by Southern Baptist worn- ing when completed. are obtainable. The cable from
has been raised for the past few of love for the league and other ternoon. Lube Fuqua wa
s rid- ' .-B. B. the consul-general at Vienees
years, and these reports show , women's clubs who assisted, as ing one of the mules attached to states there is a big 
Market foe
that about i 'of the sowing is well as yourselves, and we feel the _wagon, but escaped inju
ry. Billed for Benton. American tobacco if delivery lie'
completed. that much good has been accom-: The team had just 
passed over .new home is ready, although possible.
The acreage planned for the Wished up to the!' time. one span of the bridge, but this 
The famous Southern Harrno•----- ithey had intended opening in The 1915 crop was
Burley tobacco is given at 91 Y Very reseectfully, part could not stand the 
heavy ny singing will be held 'Sunday. ' temporary quarters the first of
per cent, with a condition of the Mrs J. P. Holt, Clun. Adv. Corn. weight of the wagon a
nd tobac- May 28, at Benton again this, May.
-Hazel News.
' - --T---- -ree'e '-''''' - • - --
- --- 1- co and tumbled backward into 
summer, the Marshall county!
- 
•
Hayden-Belcher.
Mr. Wheeler Belcher and Miss
mission board, to China, Japan, the loose leuf floor at the Win- stantly realized that the produe-•
Africa, Italy, Mexico, Brazil, Ar- chester & Co. warehouse and tion must necessarily be largeee •
gentina and traguay. found eager purchasers. The circumscribed, both for lack of.
It supports the schools under crowd attending the sale was labor and the necessity of utiliee
their care, and gives largely tet- the largest ever present and ing their limited area and facile,
the hospitals which yearly saves keen interest was shown by both ties in order to prodnce the nee--
thousands of lives, buyers and spectators. It is the merles of life. Therefore in
It has a part in all the work purpose of the company to hold order to ascertain these facts, I
the convention is doing through another sale Friday of this week made a request of Secretary
its home mission board for the and they expect to have another Redfield 'of tisii 'Department of
religious life in destitute places 75,000 or 100,000 pounds of the Commerce, to furnish the detail „
of the South, for the weak weed to offer. - ed information on file in his de-
churches, for the foreigners, for Prices at the Tuesaay sale rang- partment, that would enable roe -
the mountain schools, the In. ed from $4.50 to $6.65 fet WA
diens, the negroes and for Cuba, while the leaf ranged from $6 to
and the canal zone. It maintains $10.. -
a splendid missibreary training
school in Louisville, Ky., where
young women are prepared to be
missionaries in home and for-
eign countries. It has a fund 
Edith Hayden, a young couple
for helping in the education of 
of Mayfield. were married Sun.
missionaries' children. 
day at 11:30 at Dukedom, Tenn.,
the ceremony being performed
 'things 
men and children co-operating bY 'Egn• Theekell—Caer- made quesilti4ngr-1)(in'YfQoUrmi:gartiyoonucrolnIcett-ernt ing:the trip in a machine and were'
in-:this union gave last year the curtailment of tobacco pro-accompanied .by Julius Russell
$303,360.36 in cash and boxes of duction in certain foreign collet--and Miss Mary Magness. They
provision and clothing to the tries as result of war. I am re-- •arrived in Mayfield at 5 o'clock
value of $11,742.05. Besides this - ferring your corhniunication tcm., and the newly wed. are
thewotned in each state do much P. bureau of foreign 'and doe-at home on South Ninth street
to help their- own state work. mestic commerce, of this depart--
The 1,012 societies in Kentucky 
The groom is a son of J. A. Bel- ment with instruction to corn-
gave a creditable amount for the I 
cher, of North Fifth Street. municate with you at the earli-
varried work of the union and Bank Building in Under Way. est practical date."
also contributed to state ms-! This promise has been faith-
sions, to the church building Work was begun the first of fulls; kept, and by the hearty co--
fund, to the educational socie- the week on the Dees Bank. of operation of both the agricultue-
ty, to the mountain schools and Hazel building, which is bein
g al and state departments, even,.
to work among the colored peo-' erected by contractor, W. C. Os
- to the co-operation of the consul
ple. The grand total contribut- burn, on the lot recently purch-
ed by Kentucky women and chil-lased by the bank officials f
rom
dren last year was $36,809.38. L. S. Dubois. The building will
Much good has been done that 'Probably be completed and ready
cawsotbe estimated in dollars and for occupancy about the first of
On account of delay in receiv-
ing their big safe'the • bank will
not open for business entil their
10 give to the public through the-
press the real facts; in order-
that the farmers and the trade'
generally might avail themselves
of benefits that would accrue tie
them. I received the most hear-
ty support and coeeperation in-
my endeavors to get desired in-
formation and I quote from the
secretary's letter:
generals at Vienna and Berne.
in order to obtain dates that ha e
not hither-to been ascertained,
these inquiries brought fors&
through the various art-Ilene:7
below thee
Continued on 1'44e 4, 3rd ettansib
Decomposed Body of Negro Woman 
the creek pulling the harness court house havin
g been rebuilt Attorney General Logan Says Fiscal
from the mules as it went, leav- and everything 
arranged for the,
Is Found.---Young Man is Accused. ing the mules on the bridge, 
reception of the thousands of I Courts Issue Much Paper Illegally.
Mr. McClain sent for several au. vieitors who flock to Benton ; - 
tomobiles to assist in bringing each year. The 
harmony sing-;
The badly decomposed body of had been sent to the home of 
1 Frankfort. Ky., May 11.-Hol-, out the assent 
of two-thirds of
the tobacco to the city, but the ing was held in 
Paducah last
last Friday afternoon by Mrs. the old Hamlin place, after some 
wagon and tobacco were soon summer because o
f the absence 
ders of county bonds issued by I the voters.
fiscal courts without a vote of i "If ecounty do
es not have teeLucy Allen, colored, was found Charlie Eldridge, who lives at
brought to land and Pulled to of a court house at 
Benton and _ . - I
Ira Lawrence, who lives on the salad. 1 After finishing the task 
the people, to cover outstanding power to 
contract an indebted-
the city. The weed belonged to several t
housand out-of I 1
Henry Hodge place about two sheestarted for her home and 
lwarrants issued against road nese greater than
 the income fair
miles west of Pine Bluff. The was evidently killed soon after- 
J. L. Sherrill & Company, this folks particip
ated in the old-time 
1funds in past years in excess of 'the year in w
hich the indebted-
singing in the McCracken court '
house yard. 
!the tax levy for the particular nes has been c
ontracted,"
yea 
he
rs may have uncollectable said, "it is impossible that t
here-
The meeting at Benton May, -paper in their hands. under an should be any indebt
edness lef
-
t-
28 will be the thirty-first meet- over from previous years which
could be bonded. The indebted-
ness is illegaltand the bonds il-
legal."
s ties recently have issued and indebtedness incurred prior to
We want to especially call your_i general that a number of cou
n- liessaid section 1857 refers to
attention folh-e-two discussinfi
for next Lord's day. At 11:00 sold refunding bonds to 
cover the adoption of the preeent eon-
a. m., the following: "The Chris- outstanding warrants --of 
this stitfnutnir 
such 
ienmde spowercounties-.ties
tian Ram." A.t„ 7:45 p.m. "Sound character, and he asked whether 
to 
Speech." We believe the relig- a county may legally exceed the Pat Pitt, the tobacconist,' has
kely Stewart, lrvan Garrison, 'arraigned before the county Florida, Georgia, S
outhern Min- ious nomenclature of the age is revenue for the year, issue war- evidently concluded that -Ford
C,ornell ',Thomas and Melvin Bla I judge Tuesdatenorning and his 'ois, Kentucky, Louisiana,
 Mary- one thing that hinders identifica- rants to cover
 the overdraft and cars are getting' a little too nu-
lock. Alter examining a num-lee:limning tri41 set fer Friday 'land, MississicopieMissouri, New 
tion with the New Testament then issue bonds to take up ,the mereus around the city, and one.
ber of witnesses a verdict was: morning at 9 o''clock. What char.' Mexico. North Carolina, 
South We believe one should use"Sound war
rants without submitting the day the first of the week actual-- •
rendered by the ,fury that thelacter of evidencelfas been found , Carolina, Oklahoma, Tenn
essee,
woman came tor her death by pie-. segainse the yeeing man has not 'Tekaliied Virginia, with 'tee
d-!'
tol shot wounds inflicted by un- been divulged by the, authorities ' quarters in Baltimore.
known persons' to the jury. • , and a large crowd is expected to' Ii has been a hundred ye
ars
be presenCat -the trial. eer9uhgnee the first woman's inission!
Leritten'is'ajon of Tom All-eery societies began to be formed
'eaten,' fiftelistel, 'find is Trfil Is Solithern Rapttst churChes.',
known onithe east: side. of the In 1888 their representatives
- from all over the Southgathered
body was found by Mrs. Law-
rence a short distance southeast
of her home in the edge of the
woods while she was out looking
for a turkey's nest. She immed-
iately notified other persons of
the discovery and Coroner Chur-
chill was summoned and left for
th scene about 12 o'clock that
night and held an inquest.
The jury empanneled by Mr.1
Churchill was composed of Jabie I
Outland, Josh Cunningham, Sto-
It developed et the that
the eegro .eremenee
about a mile etitiftriif the Phie
Bluff road and not very distant
frern where her body was found,
•
--air -•••• al., r
' '' ---"r7 - - 1 -..1 --..-.1."—"--
•• ....—
wards. The body had laid in the
woods from the morning of the
4th until found the afternoon of
the 12th and:was badly decom-
posed:and mutilated by buzzards.
Hobert Ailbritten, aged about
19 years and who makes his
home with Charlie Eldridge, was
arrested Sundae; morning by
Sheriff [Patterson and Deputy
Sheriff Ira Cox and brought to
town and lodged in jail charged
with killing the negro. He was,
county.
firm having purchased 124,000
pounds at Murray. - Mayfield
Messenger.
i Annual Meeting Miuionary Union.
The Baptist Womans Mission-
ary Union will hold its annual
meeting at Asheville. N.C., May
117-21. This organization includes
i t'll of the women's, young wore-
ens and children's Baptist mis-
sionary societies in Alabama.
Arkansas, District of Columbia,
•
ing of the Old Harmony Singers.
ty Church of Christ.
•
opinion given by Attorney Gen-
eral Logan to Commissioner of
Roads R. C. Terrell.
Mr. Terrell told the attorney
Speech" if he wants to be iden- indebtedress to the people. He ly drove his hors
e and buggy
tified with- the church of the said fiscal courts are claiming °Nee the car
 belonging to Dr.
apostolic era. Why -should we the eight meter section 1847, Tyree. Age
a result the car was
not call Bible things by pityle.gyincted in1892.. slightly damaged and the horse-
natnei today? We. either don't it Gen. Logan eeptied that sec- Rite) receiee
d a few scratchee,
have' thle -"things" or else we ition 157 of the constitution for. Rat i
ntenda to egoin his boric-
thenifi-W--ean beet Ceed-eriviug bide a cannier ttreseatrece ineleut-eleezDs an &eft-
tele starter ape Mg-
:lames. There is eometirg wrongs edness in excels- of • the income'. pal horn
 in order '46 -e'esea the
Don't fail to hearthis discussion and revenee foe the year eadth Fords-out of his 'WAY
.
-
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SEVEN BIG DAYS OF CHOICE INSTRUCTION AND ENTERTAINMENT
NELL° MIGGS
WHFRE GOING
wag To TKIK
CHAUTAUQUA
COME ALONG
, • 1kt de • 4s,V ••• •
OYER To -TV4i
CNAUTALIQU(,
COME ALONG:YOU
ARE Cedric IN THE
WRoNG DIRECTiON
WELL, I CERTAINJ.Y 64P41
GLAD I MET BIGGS AMA
GOT IN THE SWIM.
autaucpa Week Here June 17th to 24th
AMP
Cancer Before Treatment.
&mane Officer Marries.
Non- Surgical' Commissioners
Calkway Circuit Court, Kentucky
Treatment of
Cancer,
Humorrhoids
and
Rupture
No Knife Used
For Particulars Address
Dr. G. N. Murphey,
- Specialist
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
Browns Grove.
Mayfield, Ky., May 9.—Thom- Everybody is busy plowing and
as L McNutt and Mrs. Oda v. planting. Tobacco plants are
Wyatt were married Thursday !m on fast and we are ming try-
evening. The ceremony was l per- ing to get ready for them.
formed by Rev. J. J. Castleberry Mrs. Mary -Wilkerson, who is 
at the pastor's home at 8:00 o'. visiting her daughter, Mrs. Con-
clock. The wedding was quiet Hall, near Hazel,[fell and broke
and also a surprise to the friends her hip last week. It is feared
of the bride and groom. They that she is in a critical condition.
went immedia.ely to the home She is a very worthy lady and
of the groom in the eastern part has the sympathy of the entire
of the city, where they will resleommunitY•
side. The bride is the widow of Some of the tobacco in this
the late Ed Wyatt and was one
of the contestants in the Messen-
ger's contest a year ago. Mr.
McNutt is deputy revenue col-
lector for this district and one
of the beat known men in the
city and county.
community has been sold and re-
sold and then soldfagain, and it
Is impossible to tell where it will
land or who will finally get it.
Sellers Charlton lost one of his
mules the past week. The ani-
mal choked to death.—Billie. .
C. B. Fulton, Administrator.
W. A. McCuistou, etc.
Vs: Judgment.
James MOCUiston, ate.
By virtue of a Judgment and Or-
der of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the April term
thereof, 1916, in the above cause for
the purpose of payment of debts and
division of the remaining proceeds.
I shall proceed to otter for sale at.
the court house door in Murray,
icakj;tothl higiiiiist—firddlif a
public auction on the 22th day of
May, 1916, between the hours
of 1:0o and 300 o'clock p. m., being
six months, the following described
property, or so much thereof as may
be necessary to ratisfy the above
judgment, same lying in taillowity
county, Kentucky. towit:
10 ea,_•res out oi Vie southeast co
ner of the fouthweek quarter of sec-
tion 22, township 1. mange 6 east,
and described as beginning at the
southeast. corner ,of said quarter,
thence west 51). poles,. _thence north
32 poles. thence east 50 poles, thence
south to the beginning.
20 acres out of the southwest cor-
ner of the northeast quarter of sec•
titri 27, township 1, range fi east.
The same being se poles north and
south and 40 pules east anti west.
Also all of the northwest 4luarter
of section 27, township 1, range 6
east., except $6 acres, more or less,
sold and deeded to J. Ii. Hodges by
W. A. AlcCuiston and described as
beginoleg at a ruck 29 poles north
of the southwest corner of the north
west quarter of section 27, township
1, range 6 erisi. On the mouth of
Sandy road, thence east with said
road to a walnut tree, thence nearly
east parallel with the quarter sec-
tion line 117 poles to the quarter sec-
tion line, thence about noith with
quarter section line 86 poles to a
-rock;• thence about west parallel
with the section and quarter section
line to the west line of the said
quarter section, being also section
line. thence south with section line
si poles to the beginning. For de-
scription of raid land see deed book
19, page 560.
A iso, except 11 1-2 acres, more or
less, sold and deeded to J. I. Hodges
and described as beginning on the
west line of the northwest quarter
of section 27, township 1, range 6
east, thence north 19 poles, thence
east 21 1-2 poles. thence north 6
poles, thence east 60 1-`i poles, thence
  ISpring Painting Goes With Spring CleaningTHE BEST  PAINT TOaUSE IF YOy. LEAVE US TO CHOOSE, ISHANNA'S GREEN SEAL
We are going to close out some slow sellers in colors
at $1.50 per gallon, worth $2.
You can, buy this at the price for outbuildings. •_  We
. Paints-,Varnishes, Brushes, Oil, Stains, etc.
carry a large stock of
Yours to,serve,
1 Hughes & irvan Lumber Compan
s
or •
Sale 
south 24 poles, thence trJ poles to the• •
beginning.
Also, except 6 acres, more or less,
beginning at a rook in the northwest
corner of the northwest quarter of
section 27, township 1, range 6 east,
thence south 138 pole., thence east 22
poles. thetioe north 88 poles, thence
,syest 22 poles to the beginning.
Also, except 6 acres, inure or less,
out of the northeast corner of the
torthweat quarter. :of section 27,
township I, range 6 east, and being
66 poles north and south and 16 poles
east and west. Which leaves to be
sold in section 27, township 1, range
it east, about 35 serer, including the
improvements and this on the north
side of said quirter section line, in-
cluding all to be sold about 63 or 70
acres as above described.
For the purchase price purchaser
uark- of area
must execute bond, bearing legal in-
terest from the day of sale until
paid, and having the _force and ef-
fect of a 'judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
J. A. Edwards, Commissioner.
Commissioners Sale
, 0411P041.04110041000110.004.004;01.041.0.0011.0.440G
• t -
PRENTICE HOLLAND  P. A. HART
Calloway Circuit Court, Kentucky
R. C. Tarry, etc., Plaintiffs.
Vs. Judgment.
O. W. Groves and Ryan-Miller Co..
Defendan ts.
By virtue of a .ludgment and Or-
der of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court, rendered at the April term
thereof. 1916 in the above cause for
the purpose of paying debt amount-
ing to s929.28 and accrued interest.
and costs herein expended.
I shall proceed to offer for sale, at
the court house. door in Murray. Ken-
tucky, to the highest bidder at pub-
lic auction on the 22ad day of May.
1918: between the hours of 1.i4.
•o'tiock p. m., and 3:00 o'clock p. m.,
being county court day, upon a credit
of 6 mnntts. the following describ-
ed property, or as much thereof as
may be necessary to satisfy the
above named judgment, Malt:
Said land lying and being in Cal-
ioway county, Kentucky'. ,Viz: The
west half of the northwest quaJter
of section 7, township 3, range 6 east,
same containing SO acres, more or
less
the purchase price, pur-
chaser with approved surety or securi-
ties, must execute bond, bearing leg-
al interest from the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and effect
of a judgment. Bidders will be pre-
pared to conifily promptly with these
terms.
.1. A. Edwards. Commissioner._
To King a Suicide.
Tom King, well known in this
county and whose wife was Miss
Generous
- Is tias Patronage Given us in Our
ew Drug Store
COURTEOUS WE'LL ALWAYS BE TO YOU.
MOIST CIGARS
SANITARY SODA
LOWNErstxumEs
NEW PUBLICATIONS
• ACCURATE PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
Holland-Hart Drug Co.
Next Door to Adams Barber Shop
0
OsillsOsinle0•4101110-0.41100411,0111110<><>110041104104111s0111111•01111110411K>
Celebrates Eightieth Anniversary.
Mayfield, Ky., May 8.—Thurs-
day, May 4, at"The Homestead"
this city, was celebrated the 80th
anniversary of the birth of Maj.
Henry Stephenson Hale, a long
-time citizen of Graves county, a
prominent factor in the develop-
ment of the life of this city, the
county seat, where he has lived
since 1867, and a distinguished
native son of this state.
Major Hale was the third son
of Nicholas and Rhoda Crouch
Hale, who at the time of his
birth were living in Warren co-
unty, Kentucky. not far from
Bowling Green, his brothers be-
ing Wm. Harrison Hale (1829-
188P, of Lynvilie, Ky.; Nathan
Terrell Hale (1883-1902),Murray,
Ky., and Joshua David Alexan-
der Hale 11842-1892), Mayfield,
Ky. His sisters were Mrs. Geo.
W. Thompson and Mrs. John T.
Cary, of Graves county.
Being deprived of the loving
care of his parents at the early
age of eleven years, he, with his
brothers and sisters, was fortu-
nate enough to become a member
Nannie Ladd, committed suicide  
last Sunday night at his home
in McCracken county. The News-
Democrat of Monday contained
the following account of the
deed:
Despondent over the death of
his wife which, occurred two
months ago, Thomas King, a
prosperous farmer of near Reid-
land, this county, swallowed, a
large quantity of Paris green
Sunday morning baween mid-
night and 6. o'clock, and died at
8 o'clock Sunday morning. The
Isuicide was abc,ut. 45 Yvap 01,1
:and considered (me of the di7-
-irrictin w.ea!thiest men. • - •
?TY': n 
-11 zwea4
- i 2, and A d aq Ater, aged If. •-samixtipaprzlacul„ee -
of the household of a good uncle-
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Hale, prominent citizens of the.
county. Here he grew and de-
veloped into strong young man-
hood, showing early tendencies
to be very much in earnest about
life,
Notice is hereby given that all
persons holding claim; against
the estate of J. M. Morris, de-
ceasei must present saine to the
undersigned properly proven on
or before July 1, 1916, or be for-
ever barred from the collection
of same. And all persons know-
ing themselves indebted to the
said estate by note or account
are also notified to come forward
by above date and make settle-
ment of same.—J. W. Falwell,
Agent. 5113
Ssenior Divorce.
Mayfigld, Ky., May 9.—Alleg-
ing abakonment. Barbara Sto-
vall has instituted suit in Graves
circuit court against Gus T. Sto-
vall for divorce. Plaintiff and.
defendant were married in /M.
 ___S:Xnarrarmrarri=marammxt
Lame Back puts a man out of commission while it lasts.Every moment is.: torture. He can't work. oreven get about to thriount to anything. For quick relief. apply
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT
It Is a Powerful Pain Relief
Rub if in well over the affected part. It wiarms and relaxes thecontracted muscles. and- relieves .prernritly, It is equally bene-ficial for Rheumatism. Neuralgia, Stiff Necit-Sore riluscks. Cuts,.Wounds, sores. Burns, &lads; Tender .Feet, Chafes and Swellings.
Price Ii5c. 500 end 111.0d. per bottle. ,1. BALLARD. Proprietor sr. LOUIS,
' •  • • '''' '' . •
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- ally good condition with the ex-
slitter Pasture! ore ilv 'all" tinunti-Wttit 'people-and --a --COUritT 11 atrtCo
niention., through, the foreign
mission boprd, to.China, 
for-sale Tipeelay of this week
The original acreage of wheat eeco
nd to none should be held "Pan, the loose leaf floor at
 the Win.
sown last last fall is given as 93 
ception of old clover, as much of annually. Africa, Italy, Maim
 Brazil, Ar-
completed arrange- chester & Co. 
warehouse and
per cent ofithe normal crop; rso
- that is reported as being winter ments Wednesday of this week 
gentina and Uraguay. found eager purchasers. The
killed. The present clover con- It supports t
he schools under
per cent of same Was left stand- prepa
ratory to taking over the crowd att
ending the sale was
ditions show as 87 per cent, their care, and
 gives largely tn
ing May lit, and the condition prope
rty. Six thousand dollars - the larges
t ever present and
bluegrass 90 per cent, alfalfa 88 the hospitals w
hich yearly saves
of thisicrop is given at 83 per was r
aised and a deed will be keen intere
st was shown by both
cent. The original acreage of 
per cent and orchard thousands o
f lives.
grans 92 granted the new organization by 
buyers and spectators. It is the
It has a part in all the work
rye sownjwas 93 per cent with Per cent_ _ 
the old fair association. About purpo
se of the company to hold
79 per cent left standing April 
Liv• stodcla generally thrifty sixty days ago the stockholders 
the convention. is doing through another sale Friday of this week
and lii good .health. There is 
its home miss.ion board.  for the
25th. The:condition of this crop 
of the original' fair associati nand
 they expect to have another
some complaint of clover bloat decided to go Into ltquidation 
religious life in destitute places
is reported at 90 per cent. A 
75,000 or 100,000 pounds of the
was and considerable hog cholera re- 
of the South, for the weak
large part of the rye crop an
d the property was sold at 
weed to offer.
plowed up:this spring as this is 
ported. Loss estimated the public auction with the provi- 
churches, for the foreigners, for Prices at the Tuesday sale rang-
iest twelve months is 2 per cent, 
the mountain schools, the In.
used largely as a cover crop. 
sion that should another compa- ad
 from $4.50 to $6.65 for lugs,
that of mules 1.1 per cent, cattle di
ens, the negroes and for Cuba
There were but felt- reports on 
ny organize for the purpose of Wh
ile- the leaf ranged from $6 to
and the canal zone. It maintains to.
cantinueing the fair the sale a splendid missionary training
should be nu'l and veld and this school in Louisville, Ky., where
property transferred at the pur-
barley as there is only a small
acreage of this crop grown in
the State of Kentucky. Howev-
Haydn--Bekher.
OLD WORCII-CIFOr
WILL BE SMALL,
Recently having seen from the
peNioneti-bv- the-depart.= -
ment of Ct,mtrieree that Austro-
Hungary raised 188,000,000
pounds of tobacco. Germany 89,-
000,000, France 49,000,000, Lulls
23,000,000, Belgium 22,000,0(10
making an aggregate of nearly
400,000,000, or practicolly an
much tobacco as all the state off
Kentucky, and knowing that
elm Patton. were at war, I lc.-
stantly realized that the produc-
tion must necessarily be largelN
circumscribed, both for lack a
labor and the necessity of utiliat.
ing their limited area and facile.-
ties in order to prodnce the net-
esaaries of life. Therefore
order to ascertain these facts, 11
made a request of Secretary
Redfield of the Department et
Commerce, to furnish the detail-
ed information ei file in his de-
partment, that would enable me•
to give to the public through the-
press the real facts; in order-
that the farmers and the trade
generally might avail themselves
of benefits that would accrue tee
them. I received the Most hear-
Mr. Wheeler Belcher and lilies
ization. The property was bid in 
missionarin in home and for-
eign countries. It has a fund 
Edith Hayden, a young couple
for helping in the education of 
of Mayfield, were married Sun-
missionaries' children. 
day at 11:30 at Dukedom, Tenn.,
the ceremony being performed
1 il  flex, fair aftripany wit or. i. For all of thes
e things the wci..
cent. The:Oat acreage -Pilinner92 Per eent " ----- ' 
''Thank you for your letter re-
is given at 90 per cent with 89 
Summing up the first crop re- ganize at once and enter enter- 
men and children 
co-operatinew-Eeq. 'Meeker. They a questing information conceifiThig.
port of this year the conclusion e in 
this union gave last 
year the trip in a machine and were the curtailment of tobacco pro-
per cent of it sown May 1st. - 
geticeily upon preparations for
The co asreage planned -is 
ia drawn that edthough spring the fall meet, and •11 1wi eave 
$303,360.36 in cash and boxes of 
accompanied by Julius Russel? duction in certain foreign cons--
work has been retarded, with • 
to .tbe and Miss Mary Magness. 
T y•
tries as result of war. I am re--
given at-84 per cent, while 69 nothi
ng undone to made the fair 
provision and clothing
favorable weather conditions af- 
.  • arrived in Mae field at 5 o'clock
4 per 
ferring your communication tc
cent l' f the plowingWas ... a th
is fall the biggest and bests
! a ue o . , . 5. Besides n m., and the newly weds are.
ter May first the prospects for I the w
omen in each state do much -• the bureau of foreign and de--
done by May 1st. Farmers are ever 
held in the county.
first-class crops are most excel
twork. ' at home on 
South Ninth street.
mestic commerce, of this depart-
now busy iplanting with condi- 
Again bats off to 
these' to helptheir
lent.-Mat. S. Cohen, commis- - en.iThe 
1,012 societies in Kentucky 
The groom is a son of J. A. _Bele ment with instruction to corn-
tions favorable as of the first of tl
emen, and with a determgina- cher, of North Fifth Street. 
• '
the month, although complaints /inner 
of Agriculture. ti to thef • 
dJgave a creditable amount for the municate with you at the earli-
come from al parts of the State, Appreciated the Co-operation. ma
ke it an institution of value al 
work of the union and ; Bank Building in Under Way. est practical date."
in regard to the plowing and to
 Calloway county, let every 
, also contributed to state mi.! This promise has been faith--
planting being delayed by the To the city council and editors citiz
en put shoulder to the wheel 
sions, to the church building' Work was begun the first of
 fully kept, and by the hearty co-
fund, to the educational socie-; the week on the Dees Bank of
 operation of both the agricultne.-
cold and wet weather. • of the Murray Ledger and Cello- , and lend every assist
anc possi-
as Reports from the hemp grow- way Tim
es: , ble that their task might 
be suc- ty, to the
 mountain schools and Hazel building, which is being al and state departments, evele:
ing districts show an increased The Civic League desires to 
cessfully accomplished. 
to work among the colored peos l erected by contractor, W. C. Os-
 to the co-operation of the consul
pie. The grand total contribut-I burn, on the lot recently purc
h- generals at Vienna and Berlin
acreage planned of at least 149 sincerely thank the city council Wagon and Tobacco Goes I
nto Creek. ed by Kentucky women and chil- ased by the bank officials 
from in order to obtain dates that Ina?.
per cent of the usual crop. Re-'for its herrty co-operation in the
 ,
• dren last year was. $36 809.38: , L. S. Dubois. The b
uilding will not hither-to been ascertained..
ports from the counties of Boyle, clean- up and sanitation of Mur-; A wagon belonging t
o Frank Much good has been done that probably be completed and rea
dy these inquiries brought for -
Bourbon, Fayette. Garrard, Jes- ray and also to the editors of the ' McCiain, bearing 10,000 p
ounds carinotbe estimated in dollars and for occupancy About the first 
of
samine, Lincoln, Madison, Mer-I Ledger and Time
s for their very 'of tobacco, enroute from Mur- I cents. At the meeting in Ashe- June. The new structure 
is a
cer, Union and Woodford show algenerous assistance to- that , end ray to Mayfield, , fekl !i
nto Kees vine plans will be made to ex- -one story brick, 20x60 feet, and
decided increase in the acreage,through the colurfiris-or-their creek south of Mayfield 
when ; tend all lines of mission work will be a nice substantial 
build-
plannedifor this crop over what papers. This has, been a labor the bridge broke Thursda
y af- done by Southern Baptist worn-, ing when completed.
411 has been raised for the past few of love for the league and 
other ternoon. Lube Fuqua was rid.'en.-B. B. -
years, and these reports show women's clubs who assisted, as ing one of the mules attach
ed to
that about l'rof the sowing is well as yourselves, and we- feel , the wagon, but esca
ped injury.
completed. that much good has been accom- , The team had just passed
 over
The acreage planned for the plished up to this time. Ione span of the bridge, but 
this The famoue Southern Harmo- the
new home is ready, although
i
Burley tobacco is given at 91 ' Very respectfully, 
y had intended opening in
part could hot stand the heavy ny singing wil
l be held • Sunday, temporary quarters the first of
per cent, with a condition of the Mrs. J. P. Holt, Clun. Adv. Co
rn. weight of the wagon and tobac- May 28, at 
Benton again this i May.-Hazel News.
 ___ __  co and tumbled backward into summer, t
he Marshall county 
Body of Negro Woman 'the cr
eek pulling the harness court house havin
g been rebuilt
from the mules as it went, leav. and everythin
g arranged for the 
'Attorney General Logan Says Fiscal
.
Decomposed 
Is Found.---Young Man is Accused. 'ing the mules on the b
ridge, reception of the thousands of I Courts Issue Much Paper illegally..
illdr. MeClain sent for several au- visitors who flock to Be
nton
The badly decomposed body of had been sent 'to the liCiMe of 
tomobiles to assist in bringing each year. Th
e harmony sing-
the tobacco to the city, but the lag was h
eld in Paducah last
Lucy Allen, colored, was found Charlie Eldridge, who lives at wagon and tobacco were soon summer becau
se of the absence
last Friday afternoon by Mrs. the old Hamlin place, after some.'brought to land and pulled to
Ira Lawrence, who lives on the salad. 1 After finishing the task'
Henry Hodge place about two she,:started for her home and 1 
the city. The weed belonged to
I . I.T. L Sher
rill & Company, this
miles west of Pine Bluff. The was evidently killed soon after-
es efirm 
having purchased 124,000
body was found by Mrs. Law- wards. The body had laid in the pounds at Murray. - Mayfield
renee a short distance southeast woods from the morning of the
Of her home in the edge of the 4th until found the afternoon of 
Messenger.
woods while she was out looking the 12th and:was badly deeom- 1 Annual Meetin
g Missionary Union.
Ifor a turkey's nest. She immed- posed:and mutilated by buzzards. ,
iately notified other persons of Hobert Allbritten, aged about . The Baptist
 Womans Mission
the discovery and Coroner Chur- 19 years and who makes his ary Union wil
l hold its annual
chill was summoned and left for home with Charlie Eldridge, was meeting at Ash
eville, N.C., May
th scene about 12 o'clock that arrested Sunday morning by 17-21. This organi
zation includes
night and held an inquest. Sheriff. Patterson and Deputy all of the women's
, young wom-
The jury empanneled by Mr. Sheriff Ira Cox and brought to ens and children
's Baptist mis-
Churchill was composed of Jabie town and lodged in jail charged ' sionary societies i
n Alabama,
Outland, Josh Cunningham, Sto- with killing the negro. He was :Arkansas, District of C
olumbia,
kely Stewart, Irvan Garrison, arraigned before the county , Florida, Geo
rgia, Southern Min- ious nomenclature of the age is
Cornell Thomas and Melvin Bla judge Tuesday:morning and his ois. Kentuc
ky, Louisiana. Mary- one thing that hinders identifies-
lock. After examining a num- examining trial set for Friday 'land, Missis
sippi,'Missouri, New tion with the New Testament.
ber of witnesses a verdict was morning at 9 o'clock. What char- ' Mexice, 
North Carolina, South We believe one sholild use'
rendered by the jury that the acter of evidence:has been found i' Carolina, O
klahoma, Tennessee,
woman came to her death by pis- against the young man has not Texas and Virgini
a, with head-.
tol shot wounds inflicted by tin- been divulged by the autho'ritiea l qUe•rters in Bal
timore. .
known persons to the ju.t.y. and a large crowd is expected to' 1i has be
en a hundred years
It developed at the trial that be present.'at the trial.' Young since the f
irst woinan's mission.
the negro Isom:Ines who lives Allbritten!is a sop of Tom AIL ary_societies began t
o be formed
• • about a mile Muth of '-the Ascnes briften, ofUlazel, 'and •iti wellin Southern Baptist churthes. -
Bluff road and not very 'distant ktowp onithe east side - of the In 1888 their repr
eeentatfies
from where her body was found, county. 
frem all over the South gathered
, -
, • - $ ---
es,
V $1, :• Nc s
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THE MURRAY LEDGER.
HURRAY, KEN11/01[T, THTIPIDAY, M.% v 11.$• toto
1..00 PM*
KENTtIcKy CROP 
plant bedsark toabtacc8lopaterric,eangte. pWiehninh: THE cALLowAy FAIR win BE
ed is 86 per cent, the condition 
REMIT Of MAY 
of the plant beds is given at 90
per pent. Tobacco plants in
most localities are reported aa
plentiful, but in many instances
Althouov w„„ther condition, small and some complaint of
have been unfavorab!e for eirly brit •
The outlook for the fruit, crop
spring work about 69 per cent
of the plowing for the corn of 
is fairly good. Apples show a
condition of 61 per cent, peach- tist Conven
tion, to which the convene at 9:45 a. m. Come and
the State had been done by April possible the
 preservation of the
es 81 per cent, pears ;77 percent, . Kentucky church
es belong. The bring a friend. T. B. Thump-
25th, according to reports_ mad coun y f
air.
plums 88 per cent and cherries " societies have gro
wn very rapid- son, Minister.
to the State Department of Alt. A com
pany composed of about
. 95 per cent. One or two locali- ly, the last
 count being 13,424.
riculture. During the month or twenty c
itizens, fired with a de- Good Prices Sti
ll firma's,.
April fsrm work was greatly re- 
ties report some of the fruit termination that this institution, 
What the Union dues. It sup-
tarded by the continued cool and 
blighted by an early freeze, but the biggest thing Calloway ever 
ports all the women missioaries Between 75.000 and 80,000
wet %KWh e rt follows 
this was npt generally noted. attempted, should be preserved 
, sent out by the Southern BaRtist pounds of tobacco was offered
in detail:
.
p . and e r ethen e
trouble 
if: r vi 11 
eotiyourselfcould
fl not all the preachers of Murray
SERVED TO THE PEOPLE OF COUNTY sire hear them? I, for one, would
=I, upon the Indintiir,,,n ddicf:
 Hats off, gentlemen, to the
enterpiiiing and determibeal
business men of Murray and
Calloway county who have made
I V
Riehmendr---Vare-sad fumed.
the Woman's Missionary Union,
auxiliary to the Southern Bap-.
be more than glad to do so. And
by all means give the people the
whole _trig-11=i withing but the.
truth upon this and all other
subjects. The Bible classes will
0
er, the original acreage sown of
2 per cent, hogs 7 per cent,
sheep 2 per cent, while the loss
of spring lambs is given at 5 per
cent. The present condition of
live stock is good being given as
chase price to the new fair organ- 
young women are prepared to be
• ty support and cooperation in.
the usual crop was given as 94 follows: Horses 92 pep cent, 
my endeavors to get desired irk--
per cent, while 90 per cent was by
 W. L. Whitnell but under the
mules 91 per cent, cattle 91 per 
formation and I quote from the
left standing April 25th, and the 
terms of the sale now reverts to
cent, hogs 94 per cent and sheep 
secretary's letter:
cond,ition of prune was 96 per th
e new corripany.
through the various departmen
the following important infote-
mation.
Austro-Hungary. -"No figures
-are obtainable. The cable from
the consul-general at Vienteee
states there is a big mAritet fit
American tobacco if deltNery is
possible.
The 1915 crop -was below thse
Continued on Page 4. :Ird CtAlituM
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Billed for Benton.
of a court house at Benton and
several thousand ounof•town
folks participated in the old-time
singing in the McCracken court
house yard.
The meeting at Benton May
28 will be the thirty-first meet-
ing of the Old Harmony Singers,
On account of delay in receiv-
ing their big safe the bank will,
not open for business until their
Frankfort. Ky., May 11.-Hol- out the assent of two-thi
rds or
ders of county bonds issued by the voters.
fiscal courts without a vote of "If ecou
nty does not have the
the people, to cover outstanding power to co
ntract an indebted-
warrants issued against road nese greate
r than the income for-
funds in past years in excess of the year in
 which the indebted--
the tax levy for the particular nes has
 been contracted," bae
years, may have uncollectable said, "it is imposs
ible that there'
paper in their hands, under an should be any ind
ebtedness left
opinion given by Attorney Gen- over from previou
s years which
eral Logan to Commissioner of could be bo
nded. The indebted-
(/ Church of Christ. Roads R. C. Terrell. 
ness is illegal!and the bonds it-_
Mr. Terrell told the attorney legal."
We want to especially call your general that a number of coun
- He said section 1857 refers tar
attention to the two discussions ties recently have issued 
and indebtedness incurred prior to.
for next Lord's day. At 11:00 sold refunding bonds to 
cover the adoption of the preeent con-
a. m., the following: "The Chris-1 outstanding warrants of this stit
ution and empowers counties:..
tian Race." At 7:45p.m. "Sound character, and heeasked
 whether to fund such indebtedness.
Speech." We believe the relig- a county may legally excee
d the Pat Pitt, the tobacconist has
revenue for the year, issue war- evidently concluded that Ford
rants to cover the overdraft and cars are getting a little too nu-
then issue bonds to take up the merous around the city, and one-
warrants without submitting the day the first of the week actuar--
Speech" if he wants to be iden- indebtedness to the people. He ly drove
 his horse and bum-
tified with tht church Of the said fiscal courts are claiming over the
 car belonging tesi
apostolic era. Why should we the right trader section 1857. Tyree.. As
 a result the car was
not call Bible things by Bible. eriancted ip 1892. slight
ly damaged and the horse
named today? We eithqr. don't It "-gen. Logan replied .tha
t sec- also received a few scratches.
have the- '-'things" or else we tion 151-of the constitu
tion ifor- Pat iptepdaito. equip his horse
efretar veal" Last-God ihrtrrit bW:,4k natuit,V. to cna.traet indebt- w1jJa n garter ara) aia
names. There is sometirg• wrong.' Anew iiii,excesa of 111‘0,ncomeltial hot% fri rdei- to • Imep
Don't fail to hear this discussion and revenue for the ye
ar witit-t, Fords. out of -Ms *ay.
•
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CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK, UGH!
IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES—
Straighten Up! Don't Len a Days World Clean YAP Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson's LW. TIM."
l'gh! Calomel makes yoti sick Take'
• doge of the vile, dangerous drug to- I
night and tomorrow you may lose a I
day's work.
Calcmel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones
---ealomel. wItell It COMB Into Odiltaet
with sour bile crashes into It, break-
-10g It uti This is when you feel th-t
awful nausea and crimping If you
feel sluggish and "ail knocked out," if
your liver is torpid and boweli consti-
pated or ybu have headaclie, dizziness,
coated tongue, if breath is bad or
stomach sour, just try a spoonful of
tunnies§ Dodson's Liver Tone.
• Here's my guarantee—Go to any
drug store or dealer and get a 60-cent
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone. Take
 a spoonful tonight and If It doesn't 
- -
straighten you right up and make you
feel fine and vigorous by morning I
want you to go back to the store and
get your money Dodeon's Liver Tone
is destroying the sale of calomel be.
cause It Is real liver medicine; entire-
ly vegetable, therefore It cannot sali-
vate or mak, you sick.
1 guarantee that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put your slug-
gish liver to work and clean your bow-
els of that sour bile and constipated
waste which is clogging your system
and making you feel miserable. I guar-
antee that a bottle of Dodson's Liver
Tone will keep your entire family feel.
Ins fine for months. Give it to your
children. It ie harmless; doesn't gripe
and they like its pleasaat taste.—Adv.
GILLTotac
- Appreortete.
"Can you suggest a good motto to
hang up in the dining room?" asked
the boarding-house mistress.
"How about 'Forgive us this day our
daily bread?'" suggested the man who
was going to move the next day any-
how.
COYETS0 SY ALL
but poWeased Tow—a beautiful
head of hair. If yours is streaked with
gray, or Is harsh and stiff, you can re-
store it to Its former beauty and lus-
ter by using "La Creole" Hair Dress.
lug. Price $1.00.—Adv.
ilitIght Sive His Chip.
Once Gladstone was cutting a tree
on his estate. Two yokels each took
up a chip to treasure. "When I die,
lads," said Sandy, "this chip'11 go in
my coffin!"
"Sandy," said an old wife standing
near, "If noted worship thy God as
thou worship Gladstone, thou'd stand
a better chance Of going where the
chip wouldna burnt" •
TRY DARKENING YOUR GRAY
HAIR WITHOUT DYES
Shampoo your hair and scalp eachlong is It le only talk, let the 
morning for about a week with Q-Banfelloe have his way. Why
care"' 
_ Hair Color Restorer._ If your  hair Laou 
gray, streaked with gray, prematfeely
gray or faded, brittle, thin or falling,
all your hair will then be beautifully
darkened and to such a natural, even
dark shade no one would suspect that
you bad applied Q-lian. Q-lian is no
dye, perfectly harmless, but makes all
/our hair soft, fluffy, thick, with that
lustrous dark shimmer which makes
your hair so fascinating. Big bottle
sent prepaid or sold by druggists for
60c. Address Q-Pan Laboratories, Mem-
phis, Tenn.—Adv.
Foi ;brush
and Foot
Diseases
For Galls, Wire
Cuts, Lameness,
Strains, Bunches,
Thrush, Old Sores,
Nail Wounds, Foot Rot,
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc., Etc.
Made Since 1846. Aik lboAtairrt
Price UK. 50e and $1.00
OR WRITE
All Dealers IL C. lineard Mfg. CaSilite.CUee. Y
Seasonable.
"In -what direction does the village
lie, my friend"
"Well, it's liable to lie in any
direction that comes handy, hut at this
time of the year it's mostly about
fib."
The Soap-to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Rashes,
eczema., pimples, dandruff and sore
hands yield to treatment with Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. Relief is immedi-
ate and healment, in most cases, com-
plete, speedy and permanent.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
The Vocal Belligerent_
"My voice is for war."
"But are you willing to offer the rent
of yourself!"
Dr. B. F. Jackson,Calebrated Physician,
banded down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troubles Now
sold under the name of "Femenlna."
Price li0c and $1.00.—Adv.
Some women have a mania
lecting marriage certificates.
A Famous Physician's
Wonderful Discovery
After a series of earehil experiments
and testa at the Invalids' Hotel and Sur-
gical Institute. Buffalo, N. Y., covering
many years-Dr. Psgrce, the medicsi di-
rector of that hospital, made announcement
that he could prove that a medicine which
he called "ANt'HIC" was the best uric
acid solvent now to be had. As a rem-
edy for those eswily recognized symptoms
of inflammation-as scalding urine, back-
ache and frequent drmation, as well as
sediment in the urine, or if, uric acid in
the blood has crewed rheumatism. lum-
bago. sciatica. gout, it is simply wonder-
ful how quickly "Amine" sets; causing
the pains and stiffness rapidly to disap-
pear.
Swollen hand,, ankles, feet are due to
• droleacal condition, often causel by
disordered kidneys. Naturally when the
kidneys are deninged the blood is filled
with poisonous wi-te mattee. which set-
tles in the feet, ankles and wrists: or
under the eye, in Eng-like formations.
It is met as necesaary to keep the kid-
n:' acting properly as to keep the bow-
els active.
The very best possible way to take care
of yourself is to take a glass of hot water
before meals and sn "Anurie" tablet In
this way it is readily dissolved with tile
food. picked up by the blood and finality
rescheaAlte kidneys, where it has a tonic
effect in rebuilding throe organs.
Step into the drug store and ask for a
50-cent package of "Amnic." or send Dr.
Pierce Itle for trial pckg. "Anerie"-many
times more potent than lithia. eliminates
uric acid as hot water melts sugar. A abort
trial will convince ane-Adv.
Biliousness Meani Suicide
Itta• cora liarealsw and ePerthe 'vegetate* rowed,. preerrOw.1 t-a repetebea
Per Neer esatalaiaaa. %salesman., tabula treatea, uspare tepid blood, eurapiaa.
attar/meta reek headoehea. It reetaire reetk/ laxatives. arbleb. enonerage lb. liearlitairt=
The mem.," fie quick. my and Wean. Buy a beetle today. Me sad 11.1 at year daalerAa. •
-THACHER MEDICINE CO., CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
President Richard Cockburn Mac-
laurin, about whom the dedication es-
ercises of the new buildings of the
Musachusette Institute of Technology
on June 12, 13 and 14 will center, ham
the distinction which will be appro.
elated by businesslike Americans Ciat
be bas.finineed the construction of the
new edifices. This Means that he hi,
secured gifts of about nine million dol-
lars and at the same time has carried
forward the educational program of
the institute without departure from
its high standards.
President Maclaurin was born In
Edinburgh In 1870. lila early boyhood
was spent In New Zealand, whence be
returned to England to complete his
_preliminary education. In 1892 he
entered the University of Cambridge,
taking two degrees, B. A. and M. A.,
TaftSt -being
most advanced mathematics. On grad.
  uation he was elected • fellow of St.
John's College, Doctor Maclaurin spent ten months in the rnited States in
1f106 and 1897, studying and visiting educational institutions, and then returned
to England, this time to study law. He was appointed in Ma professor of
mathematics of the University of New Zealand, became a trustee of the uni-
versity and took an active part in the organization of technical education in
the colony. He was dean of the faculty of law in the university for four years.
In 1907 he was invited to Columbia university as professor of mathematical
phrsicii, and • year later was made bead of the department of physics. On
November 23, 1908, Doctor Maclaurin was appointed by the Corporation of
Technology to be president of the institute.
If the women of America ever
have an opportunity to vote for Sena'
tot.. Shafforth of Colorado, his oppon-
ent is likely to be snowed under, for
be has mius himself mighty .popular
with the equal suffragists. Urging the
adoption of the Susan B. Anthony
amendment In the senate recently, he
delivered some hard blows at the tyr-
anny of the male sex.
In the formation of the republic,
he declared, new principles of govern-
ment were put forth, one of which was
that all men were created equal frt
rights and that man was entitled to
life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-
ne?ss as inalienable rights.
"While men of our republic ac-
knowledge these principles of govern-
ment, he said, "as applicable to all
men, many refuse to recognize them
as applicable to women. They cling
to their power like the monarchs and
the aristocracy clung to theirs. They
Invoke divine right of sex as the monarchs asserted divine right of kings.
"The arrogance with which men assert that women have a sphere to which
they should be confined must be irritating to women of thought and action.
Who gave man the right to determine woman's sphere without even consult-
ing her!"
FRIEND OF WAR CHILDREN 1
A young woman stood in a large
drawing room in Washington and
talked to a group of men and women
about a work for which she asked
their aid She looked very girlish to
be deeply ertgrzssed in a great inter-
national welfare movement.
This young woman was Miss Caro-
line Dawes Appleton of Massachusetts
_ and New York and Paris, and she is
the founder of the international society
- of the Friends of Childhood, whose mite
 slon is to help those who have become
impoverished by the European war. As
the name betokens, children are the
 -chief object of relief, but the welfare 
of children in many cases involves
help for an entire family. Miss Apple-
ton intends to make Washington the
permanent headquarters of her work
Miss Appleton is the daughter of
the late Alanson Stewart Appleton, lit
terateur, editor and publisher, who
earned distinction for his work both
at home and abroad. King Leopold II of Belgium bestowing especial honors
upon him. As the editor and publisher of the only polyglot journal in existence
Mr. Appleton spent much time In foreign travel, and his gifted daughter is
conversant with the languages of most of the European countries, speaking
even the difficult Serbian tongue with fluency
To aid her work financially she has transcribed and published some of the
beautiful folk songs of Serbia. This has never before been done, as the songs
of the people of that land are not written down, but are passed on vocally from
one generation to another.
- .
WHEN DODD,ZEFIED 4,000
 -4aisaansiesiessielailasswese 
CoL George A. Dodd. the leader of
the cavalry detachment which rode 55
miles in 17 hours and smashed Villa's
command near Guerrero. gave New
York city, back in 1897, a glimpse of
his determined character. A military
carnival had been arranged and the
government ,consented to send to It
Troop F of the Third U. S. cavalry.
famous for Its startling feats of horse-
manship, which was commanded by
Captain Dodd. General Miles ordered
Captain Dodd to proceed to Madison
Square garden with his men from their
quarters at Fort Ethan Allen.
But as soon as public announce-
ment \--as made that Captain Dodd
would be accorded a eablic reception
on Sunday with a military eecort, the
Society for tlae Observance of the Sab-
bath Law prcitested, holding that tbe
Mate law prohibited parades on Sun-
day.
Geneloi Carroll telegrs.plied to , . . , • .
Captain Dodd that the police might Interfere vgith his tr"oire
"How MoSig.lacilietSign arit_thr-in In Yinli!" Cnetali,P0:4_ wirgA t9 General
Canon.
-Pour thousao3." was the telegraphic response. •
-"We have 62 men in Troop F." was the answering telegram of Captabs
Dodd. "We will report in Madisoie Scuara garden co Sunday morning."
And they did
_
Fine-Fary—Years Lydia E. PinIcham's
Vegetable Compound Has Been
Woman's Most Reliable Medicine
—Here is More Proof.
To women who are suffering from Some form of
woman's special ills, and have a Constant fair of breaking
 -clown, -the three following letters_ought to_tuing hope
North Crandon, Wis. —" When I was 113 years
old I got married and at 28 years j gave birth to
twins and it left me with very Iota. health. I could
not walk across the floor without having to sit
down to rest and it was hard for me to keep about
and do my work. I went to a doctor and be told
me I had a displacement and ricers, and would
have to have an operation. This frightened me so
much that I did not know what to do. Haring
heard of Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable (bmpound
I thought I would give it a trial and it made me as
 well sikever. I cannot say enough in favor of the
nanedlee."—Mrs. ILarita Assacu, North Crandon, Wis.
Testimony from Oklahoma.
Lawton, Okla. —" When I began to take Lydia X Pialiam's
Vegetable Compound I seemed to-be good for nothing. I tired molly
and had headaches much of the time and was irregular. I took it again
before my little child was born and it did rue a wonderful amount of
good at that time. I never fall to recommend Lydia E. Pinkbanits
Vegetable Compound toidIkig *brim 'because it -has done so much
-for me."—Mn. A. L. MOCASLannt SOO Have tit, Lawton, Okla.
From a Grateful Massachusetts Woman.
Roxbury, Marne.—"I was suffering from inflam-
mation and was examined by a physician who found
that my trouble was caused by a displacement.
My symptoms were bearing down pains, backache,
and sluggish liver. I tried several kinds of medi-
cine ; then I was asked to try Lydia E. Pinkbam's
ble
ple
Ve 
ased to beC°474Pnin mllyndusua
jbas
t chureelhwebyallusd inI
and highly recommend it." — Mrs. Lt. bL Os000n,
1 Haynes Park, Roxbury, Mass.
• If you want special advice write to Lydia
E. Plnkbant Medfelbe Co. (confidential) Lynn. Masa. .'Your
letter will be opened, read and answered by a woman and held
in striet confidence.
Rabbits' Stall Stagecoach.
George Crowell, stage driver on the
route from Austin to Potts, is author-
ity for the statement that bib team
was stalled on . the home trip at Hot
Springs, east of Spencers., by an army
of jack rabbits. fie said they rearm
bled a drove of sheep. and leaped into
the tall sage when finally scared away
-Austin (Nes, Dispatch to New York
Sun
Druggist Knows the
For more than twenty years I have been
successfully selling Dr. Kilmer', Swamp-
Root to my customers who were in need
of such a medicine and they all speak in the
highest terms, of the good results obtained
from it, WK. 1. knew /t O a food Enedi-
:me for kidney, liver and bladder troubles
and I never hesitate is recommending it to
anvotie who is'il seed of it.
Very truly years,
W. H. MASON. Druggist
Olt Humboldt, Teas,
Prove What Swamp-Soot WM De Fee Yen
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer a. Co,
Binghamton. N. Y.. for a temple site bot-
tle. It will convince anyot,e. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable infor-
mation. telling about the kidneys and blad-
der. When writing, be sure and mention
this paper. Regular fifty-cent and one-
dollar 1st bottles for sale at all drug
▪ ores.-Adv.
Time's Changes.
Flathush—Don't you think times
have changed!
Btnsonhuret—Most decidedly. Now,
in the spring :he young mans fancy
lightly ternwee-thooghts of snow:-
Whenever You Need a General Tonic
Take Grove's. -- -
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
chill Toeic is equally valuable as a Gen-
eral Tonic because it ecrtains the well
known tonic properties ot QUININE and
IRON. it acts on the Liver, Drives eat
Malaria. 'Enriches the Blond and Builds
• tbe--Whoie System Se cents
Costly.
"Did yez give yer woife anything
en her birthday, Pat?"
"01 did." •••
"Pliwat did it cost year
"Tin dollars or tin days."
IT IS IMPERATIVE
that you keep a bottle of ofteeiminal
Diarrhoea Cordial in your medictlaili
chest In constant use for fifty years.
Price 25c and 50c.—Adv.
i; Even the youth who claims to have
I a finished education has a lot to
learn.
ma, igetrarrew._ 111=
QStepped uickly. Tilly ',ars ee an/a
t•ocre.ts Idle. 5i er's Apt ..'p7 Neolieise Inserts
Wu/tang rem ta t.awr Teu AL YU'S. MI&
SLL1NE COMPANY, Red 11•01i. N. .11..—Aav.
REDUCED MIMS I.
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ATTEND THE
CHAUTAUQUA -FREE
Wadlington & Company
WOULD like to have YOU attend the
" Chautauqua every , day as their guest.
Would-YOU go to the Chautauqua every day
someone would giveTOU-a- season ticket?' 
Sure you would. Then buy -your- goods at
Wadlington's and we will give you a season,
ticket good for every day_of the Chautauqua
week
Beginning Monday, May 22,
we 4will-give-you-a-- cash register—receipt for 
every purchase that you make at our store.
You save these receipts until you get the am-
ount of $30.-00,- bring these_ to our store not: 
later than June-15th and we will give you in •
exchange-tor these cash receipts 'me season
ticket to the Cnautauqua.
You do not have-le-buy the full amount
yourself, but you can send- your friends to
''Wadlington's to buy their goods and have
them save the receipts. for you. (We have
but one restriction in the transfer of these re-
-is- tio-ono-working-in-ourstore_.
in_any_way_whatever will be allowed to solicit 
or give receipts to anyone.
Remember, all of our goods are- marked
in plain -figures and we guarantee our -prices 
to be as low as the lowest..
_
Get busy, if you are not saving- the ash
receipts for you. self, give them to some friend
who is saving them.
Yours for a BIG CHAUTAUQUA,
& Company
Settlement Notice.
All perSons having claims a-
gainsttiie estate of Monroe
_Hodges,,_depoa_cied. will present 
same properly proven to the un-
dersigned- on Tu. before July 15th,l-F
1916, or be forever barred from
the collection of same. All per-
sons owing said estate will come
forward and settle same by said
time or I will be compelled to file
suit for a full settlement on said
•-•
claims as I am compelled to wind
up OA; estate. Any person due
said estate when in Murray and
can not find me. can leave the
lamorint With N. B. Barnett and
be receipted for ;game, or file
their claims against this ?estate
or'Proper attention. —Felix
Bailey, Admr. _
Just received two more cars of
Hardy S.: Delker buggies. Bring
, your cash and come on if you
want the bargain of your life.—
:J.-W. Denham, Hazel, Ky. 5112*
MRS. M. L. WELLS Announces Her.
MID-SUMMER OPENING
lay 25, 26 and 27
Latest creations in Mid-Summer Patterns-in
the very latest and- most up-to-date styles. This
- -gives you a chance to Elect youi mid-summer
hat from the most up-to-date house in St. Louis
• and Cincinnati.
COME AND SEE FOR
YOURSELF.
MRS. .A1.- L..WELLS
Rret-Baleeey Walirmetes'i &we- •
r
eta
•
Take Hall's •Fastily Pills for con-
stipation
Almost Unseicitras for Union.
1-1 
.
' Saratoga &peerages-IL _y, May
l(.—The unification of the Meth-
&la-bee I Dion't ease: I Get RI4 of My
t'ibrum. Wilk .Get.-Itt"
folks humped up. with cork-screwed
faces, gouging, picking. drilling out
their corns, making packages oi th
eir
toes with plasters, bandages. tape and
coritraPtions.—and the **holler
- in
their corns got' on forever! Don't
yes do it. Use '''Gets-It.- Its mart el-
mug. simple, never fails. Apply it LW
Nossurre- to stick to the
storkinc. ben irritate- th
e I.e.
oust Episcopal church and the quick, it
s one of the g-erng of the
Vain- stops. Corn comes 'clean 
c.rt.-
world. Try kirk—from joy. For
Methodist Episcopal Church, corn. callus
es, warts. bunions.
t.-lt- is sold evcrcwhere a
South, was indorsed almost bottle, or 
sent direct by: E. L.a.A'r-,..rice
uniiriiiiionsly by the Methodist, 
0.. cart). .
Sol.1 in Murray anti recommended
General Conference to day. Thetas world'a best corn re
med., . —
conference adopted the report of ll- Wear.
Abe Committee- on Unification,
-
— -
-OLD WORLD CROP
Continued rfaill lat
_ 
average. The 1916 crop pros-
pects are similar."
Germany. — Cables from the
consot-generats at Berlin cover-
ing the tobacco situation there
are as follows: "Judging by
the acreage now planted and the
present general outlook, the Ger-
man tobacco crop for 1916 will
be about two-thirds Telma
The Belgian demands on the
 German supply will be large. On
der s are coming In rapidly
Austria, RlIhttla and Po'and. A
Central Purchase company has
been recently organized with a
view to replenish the small sup-
ply Of cigarette tobacco."
France.--The statistics furn-
ished by the agricultural depart.
ment- given in figures, shows
material reduction for the year
1915. The production for - 1915
shows I fallingf28per-
cent u compared with an aver-
age year's record for the past
preceding six years.
Italy.—No information so far
has been secured as to the con-
dition of the tobacco crops from
the statistics on record, or sup-
plied by any of the departments
covering either Italy or Belgium,
but it is quite certain, that a
corresponding reducting exists
in Italy, and it is reasonable to
suppose that since Belgium is-
torn by war its 'Population re-
ported to be in dire. straits fur -
the necessities of life, that what
little remains to furnish neces-
sities -would leavu but little pros.
pects of luxuries such as tobacco.
Recapitulation. — Beyond
doubt. these waring countries
witl require quite a deal more of
American tobaoco, than in nor-
der to obtain Their requirements
they will look to America -for a
supply. •
It is therefore quite- evident
that the farmers of America
who grow tobacco, have good
reason to expect an unusually
heavy demand, to meet this ad-
ded needs of the trade.—E. T.
Robards, Statistician, Hender-
son; Ky.
, `vat k.,..iristisieesseesse.
e
DON'T -LEAVE MURRAY
No need to leave Murray to
hunt up proof, becao-ie you have •
It here at home. The stralght-
forward statement of a Murray .
resident like that given below,
beats an interest for every man, —
woman or chilli here in hilarity.
sirs. S. .1. Pool, pool Ht. Mur-
ray, says: "I *Pored from /
kidrItytrouble. II. Was unable • 
to rest well and In the MOrriing -
I Wits all tired out. This made
me nervous. I had headaches,
Thy aght-bturred and-l-often be-
came dizzy. When 1 stooped I
had sharp twinge a in the small
of my back. I used Doan's Kid-
ney Pills and they gave good
results."
simply ask for a kidney remedy
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't gets the girl he can (lice
—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the care ot her.
There Is more catarrh in thiS sec-
tion of tho country than all other
diseases put together, and until the
last few ycars was supposed to he
incurable. For a great many years ;
doctors konouncod it a local disease I
and proscribed local. remedies, and I
by continuaily failing to eure with!
local treatmout. pronounced it. in-
curable. Science has proven Cat-
arrh -to be-a cousiitritIonal disease•,
and therefore requires constitutional
reatnient. Hall's Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney_
Toledo. obi.), is the only con- 1
stitutional cure on the market-. It.
i. introit internally in doses froth 10
drops to a teaspoonful. It acts di-
rectly on the blood and mucus cur-
faces of the system. -TWO-11a- one
hundred dollars for any case it fails
to cure. SeLd for circulars and tes-
timonials. •
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
I
Sold by all druggist. 75c.
•
•
.7,
mole that Mrs Pool had. Foster-
Milburn Co., Props.. Buffalo,_
May ktorgiutise Aflociatios.
Messrs. Felix G. F:wirg and
W. W. Radford, officials of the
Planters' Protective Association,
spent last Monkey in Cadiz talk-
ing with tobacco growers in re-
gard to co-operation and organi-
zation in the handling of tobac-
co. They still feel great concern
for the welfare of the tobacco
raisers of the back patch, and
believe that sooner or later some
sort of organization among the
grOwera be absolutely nec-
essary ,for their own. proteetion.
—Cadiz Record.
Ch;eken Livers.
An old hen has s much larger
liver thin you in 'proportion to
weight or food eaten. Then it
follows that they get billious
just like you do. They are grou-
chy, cross, unhappy. Start her
make Iteratappy: Then
she will lay eggs all winter.
Come and get a package :of IC
A. Thomas' Poultry Powder.
Feed it occasionally. See ycur
hens perk up—hear them Sing—
look for eggs. Your money back
if it fails. —Sexton Bros..
•
"Corns All Gone!
Let's ALL Kick!"
.MMEMINM111.1.
Every Corn Vanishes by Using Won-
derful. Simple "Gets-It:' Neer
Apidied in 2 Seeczds.
10114.t it wonderfill r.-nee
just a 11th,• makes.—on
corns and 4:anuses? It's alvi vs night
autucwheru in the world. with niany
She likes he
Valentine-i
pp
The
When
an with money"
con-w-i .
provided for. After she leaves Pis tyorris tye 
waots her to mar-
1
i iN.crpiElyi. vFeciirnnyniff,hoerny,obplctrcmleosois father wants to _see
 his daughter well
knows the spendthrift can't do It. He knows 
tbe man wbo is
chasing get-rich-quick bubbles will go broke 
He wants a
young man with a bank account, so does the gi
rl.
And, young man, you have no business marrying 
until you,
have a bank account. OPEN one.
t
Put YOUR money In OUR bank.
'
We pay 4 per cent interest. .,
dent  Dr.  Sen a 
T. H. Stokes. CashierKe. Is. V147644-161 t.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LAST REUNION OF VETERANS - i •. 
Mat Drench Noises.
' MAY BE TfiE ONE TillS WEEK ply drop it on the horse's tongue
Use Farris Colic lisniedy. Sim,
with the medicine dropper that•
i fur/ i d eitl  50c bot-
A number of Murray and Cal-
loway county Confederate - Vet-
eras arc attending the annual re-
union of the soldiers of the Con-
federacy in Birmingham, Ala.,
•-rth1T-vnitir---7---
__When tbe _ps_i_t_hetically t hill
gray line of the south's defend-
ers met in the Alabama city this
week it was possibly for the last
1 time they will meet in Officiali
'reunion. The ranks of the sol.-
Idiers who served under Lee and
• Jackson andlthe two Johnstons
and Stuart and other great Sou-
thern leaders are being all too,
rapicily thinned by the hand of
death. Each year draws a great-
er toll until now a meager hand-
ful of men is all that is left to
tell the tale of the days of the
bitter internecine struggle be-
tween the North and Smith.
Not as many of the old heroes
will march in review this year
as in former years, and the tirre
is soon coming when there will:
be none left to carry the beloved
.stars and bars so dear to the true
southron. But the deeds of these!
' o!d soldiers will always be fresh /
1 firthe moinorrof The -world: and-1--,.-
their exploits perpetuatc,d thru I
the-Sibs of Confederate Veter-1
ans and the Children of the Con-la
federacy, who will always keep,
alive the story of the lost cause. 1
R. E. Z-Al. of Birin'tigharn, ad-t
jutant, Camp Wilcox, and Capt. I
John G. Smith, of the same corn- '
tmand, will iatroduce a resofti-!
tion at the reunion looking to
the abolishing of the gathering.
Theyea.son advanced by the two
oat soldiers is the enfeebled.eon-
dition Of the remain lag veterars
aed their rapidly diminishir
numbers.
_
Rucy Bros. want your wool,
9 I eevery
tie. Curial fifty-nine times out of, 
•
sixty, lind the wumen can give
it when you are away. Money
back lilt fails..- Sexton Bros.
or Sa patent 
device for use on thimble skein
farm wagon. Will sell this. pat-T
ent outright. For -particulars;
address P. 0. Brix 465, Paducah. de
Ky. 42111
Protect and
 --;1 beautify your
  buildings
'1 with paint
-----y;"44- fess paa-impreves the
separa vid your
tr,
edge.
A cut ef good paid sew
sates ysttec.stsfIh
rrpiring and repalliag
later OIL
Heath & Mika ?Wu
are pod paints. They
kart steed the tea el
time store 1851.
Call for cider cards sad
iodising paid* pins_
• N.
-
fPlis
Sold by H. P. WEAR'
!at ics, provides farther negasia. • •••4049•499049414.4110.•••••••••••••••••••••
•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
•
•tions with the Southern church, •
'paving the way for final action ••
lay the General Conference of •
, the Southern church in 1918 aid
by the Northern church's Gener-
Conference in 1920. • ' •
•
&Weakest Notice'. ••
•
t Notice is hereby given that all
persons holding claims against qv
deceased, are hereby notified to
the estate of T. G. Thurmond,
:present same to me, properiy
proven, on or before May
1916. or be forever -barred from.
collecting SWIM And all persons
knowing themselves indebted to
said estate must make Settle
ment on or liefol* §ald date.
This Apsil-20, 1916.—T.,•$,Ther-
ux4d, Administr4ttOf. 4:to
Ifs an Interesting Fact 
That the two most successful Chlutanqua,
of the entire 120 towns and cities visited by
 the Pedpath Chastauquas last season were
Ja"cksonville, Fla.,
anZ Chicago
That the large cities are now AWAKE TO THE VALUE OF A REDPATH CHAUTAUQUA,
in turn, but emphasizes the Chautauqua's importance to the smaller city.
All institutions nv..st eventually stand or fall o
n their merit. For the Chautauqsa belied
s permanent place in cities like Jacksonville and Chicago at once speaks for itself.
Season tickets for the forthcoming Chautauqua in this city are now on sale with. lead
auspices at $2.50 each After the opening day the price advances to $3.00. • •
••••****,••••
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Desirable Home to be Sold
AT AUCTION
Saturday, May 27, on the Public Square is Murray,
I will offer for sale, to the highest bidder, my home
place near Pool Spring, on South Curd street. The lot
is 100 feet front, 145 in rear, and the full length of the
lot is 2113 feet. The house has six large rooms, hail,
front and back porches, is as good as new and could
not be built today for $1,200. The lot is a desirable
one and should be worth $250 without improvements.
Never-failing, healthful well conveniently located.
Will be glad to show the property to prospective bid-
ders. IT POSTIVELY WILL BE SOLD ON DATE
MEN'TIONED.-4-6ale will be at 2:30 p. m.
MRS. JANE, MELOAN
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1 The flollitid•Hirt 'Drug co:,are making a special thirty day
toffee- on a line of toilet articles
land call your attention to same
in, their advertisement in this
issue of the Ledger.
Harry Sledd returned hien*:
- -alas hitter. part of 111$ paste: week-
frism-GalUrrElg.swheret:._ he .
._hasolreen since the first of the
.ear eorSing with a lumber.
conceit, owned by local citizens.
'Firm Hand -Man 203teansold. _
who cin do
e" farm work now at county
farm, wants a place as farm
hind. "Arrasstes
tn or 14. D. Scott' keeper cf the
ism farm.
Chester Maddox, of Hazel, has
leen very ill the past week of
meningitis and hie condition is
pronounced critical. Several
cases of this disease have been
reported from the southern part
of-the county within the past
few weeks.
Bliss Luanda Pittmin, aged
,•••••••••••1
•1 Ox Brand fertilizer is best for about 65 years, died last Sunday•
• corn and tobacco. -Sexton Bros. at the home of Tom McCuiston,•
,
-10
rt.
•
„s
I
41.
Practical Economy
Baking powders „made from alum or
phosphate may be bought ivr trifle_ lees
than Royal Baking Powder, which_ is made
from cream of tartar, derived from grtipe3.
Alum powders. are not only cli&tp, but
they  differ greatly in leavening power.
If' a cheap baking powel4-is uied ro—r-a -
fine cake ,and the cake turns out a failure
there 14-_11. waste of -costly_ nuiterio_14_ worth
more than a whole can of the cheap lxik-
irg powder.
Royal Baking Powder produces the
finest food, and its use therefore, result in
an actual saving.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York s
111110••••••••••••••••••••••
LOCAL and PERSONAL
One way- to remove habitual
aonntipation is ti; take regularly
a mild laxative. Doan's Regu-
lets are recommended for this
purpose. 25c a box it all drug
stores.
You are Invited to keep off the
:lower WO _in" the court yard,
_the_ vacant lots,swalk borders and
other sections of the business
part of the city. These flowers
are for ornamentation, not foot
midis and others_ will appreciate
+nlittty.  
.Sam Holsapple, aged about 75
fears, died at tits home a- -feve-
tsastoofthe-. eito-
Afternoon of the put week. He
was a well known citizen and is
survived by a widow, one son
and two daughters. The .,burial
took place in the Miller grave
yard.
Most disfiguring ski3 erup-
tions, scrofula, pimples, rashes,
etc., are due to impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters as a
-cleansing blood tonic:-
recommended, $1.( 0 at all
-stores.
Mrs. Martha Ann
Hutchens, aged about 60 year!,
died Thursday of last week at
her home on the east side of the
county after a several week's
illness of consumption,She was
one of the well known_ladies Of
her section of the county and is
survived by her husband, five illness. of tuberculosis. Miss and gaxe his residence ! as Mur-
sons and two daughters. The. Dale had spent the past several ray, when in fact he has been
-Infri at vial in è'OIdTZalefri
grave yard.
: We will pay the highest mark-
near Pottertown. She was a
** well known lady and had manyet price for wool.- Bucy Bros.
Rubber hose in endless quan Get your hardware, ranges
titles at Sexton Brothers. and oil cook stoves, from Bucv
-Hardware, ranges and oil 
Bros.
stoves for sale by Bucy Bros.
Splendid line of spring hats
at greatly reduced prices at Mrs.
Wells, milliner at Wadlington's.
'We sell the-Ox-Brand fertiliz-
-er for corn and tobacco, none
better.-Sexton Bros. •• .544-
Harrisenohas _purchased
Mrs. Richard Keys left the the
 interest r
_
the franater business of Hart &
in-
past week for Scotteville, Ky.. -
to spend some time the guest of 
Fair and is now in Charge Of
same.
Rev. J. W. Watets, of Ripley,
her parents.
Just received the nicest line
of dresses, ropes and men's suits
that has ever been brought to
Murray.-J. H. 'Churchill.
Mrs. E. L. Singleton and baby
Isftlissepast week to spend some
time as' guests oiher parents in -
.jairo, Ill.
John Mc Meloan and wife, of
'Nashville, arrived here Tuesday
evening to spend _several days
the guests of relatives.
Burley Scott left last Thursday
for Childers, Texas, where he
expects to remain the next sev-
eral months.
Elbert Lassiter and wife of
New Market, Tenn.. arrived
?sere last Saturday at noon to be
the guests of'relatives for some
time.
Mrs. Homer Pogue, of Birm-
ingham. Ala., arrived in the ci-
ty the past week to Spend some
time the guest of her parents.
W. L. Whitnell and wife.
Wadlington & Co.. are going
to send a lot of folks to the chau-
tauqua absolutely free of charge.
Read their announcement of the
traditions in this issue of the
Ledger.
•
friends. She had been blind
from early childhood.
Rev. John Blanton, a well
known colored citizen, died- very
suddenly at his home Jo-the
northeast part of the city last
Friday of heart trouble. He
was about 65.. years of age _and
-came to Murray from Stewart'
county, Tenn. -
The ladies of the Christian
church will have a quilting in
the basement of the church next
Callahan
pi!es provoke profanity
but profanity won't remove
them. _ Doan' s Ointment is re-
Tenn., arrived in the city the Thursday, May 25. Every mem. commended for itching, bleed. such- that ft was inipossible -
first of the week.to be the,suest ber of the church is invited and ing or protruding piles. Got at Proceed
 further and after lin-
any drug store.or relatives for the nett several requested to. come and bring gering for
 a few days she pass-
days. dinner and stay all day. Democratic county 
mass con. ed away. Miss Ruth Dale was
ventions will be held throughout about 25 years of age and was -- - - - - - - -Rev. Wells Lassiter. of Dyer,
the State Saturday, May 20, at one of the most popular young et+teses•le•opesser•srposig*e
soereet.
-Tenn., has been the guest-at
parents. R. R. Lassithr and 
The purpose or the ladies' ever roared -in -Shia!
oaposisouscpePOIDopolli000alloOdboallo041.0411004110041110
30aDay Offer
Special for Ladies
Three Large Cakes of Celebrated
Palm Olive _Soap
•.S. FREESee
-LET US EXPLAIN 
Ilan 4:Hart-Drug-
Colgates Toilet Articles. Snappy Stationary.
Lowsey's.
Pure Soap.
REGISTERED DRUGGIST IN CHARGE
Phone 23. MURRAY, KY.
kM1.041.046004110041100411004W>
East Ea.
Miss Ruth Dale, daughter of ; Lucky Chery W:i9 arrested
C. F. Dale and wife, of this ci.sSunday night at Fulton as a de-
ty, died Tuesday night at the serter from the United States
army at Jefferson Barrocks, Mo.
home of Dr.- S-- Th-Atongtter-New- ffe enlisted Mareh-4, hit; torrect
Orleans, La., after- a lingering name being
Motiths-in New Mexico together living in Mayfield for many'
With her mother, and last weekiyears. • The government sent
started for home and when the out posters bearifig the picture
family reached New Orleans of Lucky and offering a reward
of $50 for his apprehension. HeMiss Dale's condition became was arrested by Chief of Police
Eaker of Fulton and taken back
th Jefferson Barrocks. The date
of his desertion was given as
March 22.-Mayfield Messenger.
county conventions is to select , Possessed of a pleasing ;wife, of the south part of the
city.
Mrs. M. L. Wells: milliner at
SVadlingtees, has _placed all
spring hats on sale at reduced
prices. Many splendid bargains
A WORD FOR NOTHERS
It isairave mistake for mothers to neg-
lect their aches and pains and suffer in
silence-dui only leads to chronic sick-
ness and often shortens life.
If your work is tiring; if your nerves are
excitable; if y•ou feel languid, weary or
depri s,ed, you should know that Scott's
Emu: -.Ica overcomes just such conditions.
It pt,sesses in concentrated form the
elements to invigorate the blood,
strengthen the tissues, Danish the nerves
and build mtrerigtb. •
Scott's is strengthening thousands ai
=others—and will help you. No alcohol.
Eec.tt & Bcave. l000ndietd.N. J.
to be found in the lot.
Coble Russell and Miss Belle
Hargis, well known young peo-
ple of the east side of the coun- near Stella, after a "u' "s try an experiment next year and
The Firat National Bank ' puh-
a quarterly „statement _in
this issue of the Ledger. This
splendid new institution is rap-
delegates to the State conven- tion, gifted and talented she en- ;idly 'forging to the front as one
tion which will be held at Lex- deared herself to all with whom ;of the leading banking concerns
In the western part of the state. tington next Wednes ,
Read the statement on the 8th 
-death brings genuine sorrow to ; . 4-
page 
Harding left a quantity many friends in this city. The •- oof this issue of the Ledger. o strawberries with the Ledger body arrived here to-day on the
Mrs. Freeman Jones died last i force Tuesday of this week that 3:20 afternoon train and at this
Thursday night at the home of i were about as fine as we ever hour arrangements for the b9r-
her father, John Christenberry, , ate. Guy says he is going to • I had completed. 
.;
day  may 24.jahe came in contact, and her la
.
ty, were united in marriage neee of POnsurriptiOn. __ 
She was expects to produce as; fine ber- They want yaw hams. shoul- 
F
past week, Rev. Mack Pool offi- abc-Sit 22 years of age a
nd her ries as ever grew, and ha's prom- ders, jowls and Sides at Bucy
elated.
The burial took place in the next year. Of course most ed1•1
What's the use to get
Sport
home was near Lynn Grove. ised to bring us another supply'
Mrs. J. B. Darnall, who lived' ; old, be a Sport and sport
•
•
E With Ties to Match 4.
or Sporty People a
es or gra‘e yard.
southeast of Pottertown, died
Griffin & Pitt, a tobacco firmthe past week of consumption.
of Murray, filed suit against G.She was a well known lady and
T. Darnell for $75, alleging vice the berries we'll try our best to jhad many friends in that sec-
tion of the county. Wien 
of a tobacco contract, do the rest.
claiming that the defendant hay- J. T. Williamson, traveling
Linn Keys, who makes his ing resold his tobacco for $75 passenger agent of the Burling-
h with Mrs. JHK • • t more than they contracted it for ton Route, and W. C. Thorn, of
we.st of the city, was carried to to the, plaintiffs. Attachment the Great Northern, of St.Louis.
Paducah the past week where was prayed for.-Mayfield Mes-h underwent a operation f r
appebdicitis. - - - • - senger.
Rev. H. B. Taylor and wife,
P. A. HOuston- and Will Tobes,
colporter, are in Ashville, N. C.,
attending the annual convention
of the Southern Baptist Associa-
tion.
Mules Wanted.
I will be in Murray 4th Mon-
day to buy mules 15 to 16 hands
high and 5 to 10 years old: must
have a good bone, 950 and up.-
Guyton & Harrington Mule Co
tors never know how to be sat-
isfied and if he'll bring the
cream and cake next year with
spent a day last week in Murray
toisiti DIE with the local agent.
- ' They were very enthusiastic over
theist-aspects br western traveli.
ithis summer, particularly to Gla-
cier and Yellowstone:parks. Ar-
rangements have been made to
take care of a large travel via
the new Cody entrance to the
!park. The government has re-
cently completed a ninct.ty mile
;antomobile highway :from Cody
j to the park through Shoshone
LI N MENT1 canyoenAaboscd over 
e
k,
of a mountains. 
pass
The
!automobiles make this trip in
one day.
H. F. Phillips died l Saturdso%
;night of the *oast week at his
!home in Hazel after a lingering
illness at the advancedage of
flbout 73 years. He was one of
the widely and well known citi-
zens of the county, an ex-Con. t
federate soldier and had many t
TAN'
For Sprains, Lameness,
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
25c. 50c. SI. At All De&:ezs.
We have in our shops. some good,
home made Ice Boxes that we Al
cheaper than you- can buy elsewhere.
• COME AND SEE THEM.
84 Hughes & Irv;in Lumber Co.
utiszterstritanzi
v
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Bros.
VT I
Newest.quickest train
to Texas!
Leaves Memphis 9 50 p in.
Arrives Dallas II 15g. rn.
rtive•Ft 11:orth.12...50 noon
The on?", line operating
aoisci trains between
Memphisinifreza— s
Cotton Belt Route ell the wet:
C011nif oh car•. no ',tiro oz
goonect.on• Morning ir•io
loove• Memphis 40o en Trains
From t!,t Southeast connect at
Low Fares
teTeeas-Leuteinsit
Sad Sew Mexico.
L. C. Barra.
Tree. Par. Arra
83 Todd Bldg.
LOWS, I
• a Sport Shirt.
I'
• 1;
„: 50c and
: 
74, ..t,..:- $1.00 .4al:-.
4.11 Almost all patterns, with i
-.
; or without collars, and a
t in colors that will hold, i
• for the conservative man ±
it—wii-O 6.-res. It's time-WI
-i throw off _your coat; you
! know what that means.
v
I . 
—
- Grdham, Miller !...., ..A
& Owen
•
A
•_
•0004-14•11414-71:•x4.435+116•X**At
friends throughout the county.
He lived in Murray for several
years where he conducted a,
blacksmith business, later mov-
ing to a farm southeast of the
city and later moved to Hazel
where he has since resided. He
is survived by a wife, two sons,
Clarence, of this city, and Lind-
sey, of Des Moines, la, and two
daughters, Miss May Phillips, of
this city, and Miss Myrtle Phil-
UR*, of Paducah. The remains
were brought to this place Tues,
dsT at noon and were buried ni
the City Cemetery at 1 o'c'ock.
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ADMITS SINKING SUSSEX
Berlin in Nate to U. S. Takes Slams
For Disaster to British ChannelHoT AFTER BANDITs Steamer--T• Mahe Reparation..
Washington --41ermany's new note
acknowledging responsibility for de*
strut: ti on of the Susumu. prom Isiah
reparation and announcing punish-
atVIV4 04 the submarine commander.
has been rectified at the state din
pertinent from Ambassador Gerard
It ki led by the test of the
note. Which warn Made public by the
state department, that the (airman
government considers "it beyond
doubt that the commander of tha
acted tn -Me -tons M5 IRE;
lief that he was facing anenemy ship."
The first part cif the note is doted
to statements along this line. The
German government admits, however,
that the conatiander was misled by
the appearance of the seesel, formed
his judgment too hurriedly, did not
Act in aciordance with strict instruc-
thins to exert ic-hie partular care, and
that the Serial government "frankly
admits" that assurances gisen -to the
tenited States had not been ad-
hered to.
The note expresses "sincere regret
ebeetriereloratites idclitenunt
deciaras iiermady's readiness to pay
an adequate indemnity to injured
American citigens. It says the Ger-
man government "dissipprovee of the
conduct of the commander, who has
been appropriately punished." and
Yokes a hope that tha_linited_ States
will consider the case settled.
The settlement of the case opens the
way for disposing of the Lusitania and
all other issues growing out of sub-
marine attacke Which A.meskan
lives were jeopardized.
The state department is continuing
its investigation into the Finking of
the Cyniric, which is alleged to have
been attacked without warning Roe
provision, for the safety of the crew.
It was said by an official that this (11.SP
Pill not revive the submarine issue
acid it is confidently expected that
Germany will be able to establish that
her new 'promises to the United States,
have not been broken.
TROCIPWRIII TRYING IM-TO R
CUE TWO AMERICANS HELD
AS PRISONERS.
CAVALRYMEN RIDE LIGHT
Oeiy -Rotten,- -Fee Melt -Corrted
Many Harms Perish On the Hard.
Ridden, Sultry Trail-Water
is Very Scarce.
Marathon, Tete- Maj. George T.
Langhorne, with troops A and 13 of
the Eighth caialry. the second flying
column which has been at nt into Mei
leo after bandits. has reached Sierra
Blanket, where they hope to come in
contact with the Mexican land pirates
who hold Jett. Mettler and Monroe
Payne prisoners.
* dariremitrell behnuf Them are The
hard-riding troopers of the Fourteenth
cavalry, under Col. A, C. Mai mutt. This
force comprises troops F' and T and
the machine gun troops of the Four-
teenth. They are reported to have
crossed the river at Hoyt:Alas. where
Cal. F. W.-Sibley, expeditionary com-
mander, estaallehed headquarters
The five eavalry troops operating
on Meataill soil discarded every ounce
_ of surplus weight. Rations for 10 days
-Sara_ been taken along. bnt_110 forage.
Reports are that many animals have
died since the troops left Marathon.
The- country which the Americans
Must traverse is coneeded. even by
the hardy cowboys of this stectien, to
be most difficult. Water holes ere
scarce and the trails are rough; the
beat is worse than in the mountain
reigione of Western Chihuahua.
The 107th company of coast artil-
lery, commanded by ,Capt. John A.
Weicezork, have gone into camp here.
There are 100 men in the organization.
They will be used to protect the long
line of communication to the river
base at Boquillas.
('apt. John S. Chambers. quarter-
master, is making every effort to keep
the troops Supplied with (nod and for-
U. but bet' greatif
a lack of auto trucks. Only nine are
Lc service.
ASQUITH GOES TO IRE LAND
Bratah Premier Will Attempt to Settle
Difficulty-Leaders Say There
Are Too Many Executionel.
London.—The most dangerotts-fac--
tor in the Irish situation, namely, that
the punishment of the rebels would
cause a reaction of sympathy among
the warm-hearted and emotional peo-
ple appears to be fast materializing.
John Dillon, one of the most respect
ad of the Nationalists but often once of
the bitterest atnagonista of the British
rule, has attacked the government in
the House cf Commons in a speece
_which., for bitter denunciation, has no;
been surpassed as 'Westminster since
-Parnell's days.
Premier Asquith ries personally
stepped into the breech and is taking
the unprecedented course of journey-
ing to Dublin to investigate the situa-
tion and doubtless to give instructions
t.,_1 Gen. Maxwell regarding the policy
whi.h the military government must
pursue, now that the chief civil ad-
man 1st raiser,. Lard __Neeiniltarne_ . /wires-
tine •Birrell and Sr Matthew Nathan.
have retired from office.
Mr. Asquith announced-That he was
going to consult with the authorities
in order to arrive at POMP arrange-
ment satisfactory to Irishmen of all
parties, and nit statesman ever at-
tempted a harder achievement. He
frankly declared that the present sit-
uation could not centinue.
Many of the newspapers particularly
the Liberal organs, call upon the Irish
factions to seize the opportunity for
eettling their long standing differ-
The Marquis of Landsdowne inti-
mated to the House of horde that the
disarmament of all treat:id will be Un-
dertaken. This would mean the die
arfuament Of -the--Vister and Nation-
alist Volunteers ansi whether that can
be done depends on Sir Edward Car-
son and John Redmond -mar* ;nate ea
ny other individuals.
The House ef Commons negatived.
without dtvieion. Mr. Dirion's motion
guards the Ohio penitentiary, harehall
immediately declare its intention.
BIG FLYING BOAT FALLS
Mechanician and Student Aviator Be-
lieved Lost When Giant Hydroplane
Goes into Potomac.
Washingte n -The hydroplane 11-7,
said to have been the largest flying
boat in America, and with which J. C.
MacCauley recently established sev-
eral speed and endurance recerds, has
been wrecked in the Potomac -River
near Mount Vernon with a probable
loss of two lives end serious injuries
to-MacCauley and the two -other per
sons aboard. The craft lost _a_praltelie
let while returning at areat speed from
Washington to the Atlantic Coast aer-
onautk al station at Newport News and
plunged 100 feet, into the river, turn-
ing over three titles in its descent
and collapsing after it struck the
water.
Louis Krantz, a meehanician. and
Charles A. Good, of Elyria. Ohio. a
student aviator, have been gven
as lost. MacCauley and Phi' .p Utter,
s mechanician. with Dudley Mayo. a
Washington newspaperman, who was
a passenger, were rescued by a tug.
Utter was picked up unconscious.
whileielacCauley was badly huri.--Beth
were taken to a hospital and neither
was able to tell exactly what happen.-
ed. Dudley suffered from cheek and
after his -return to Washington was
sent to a hospital. He also was tne
able to give a clear account of the
AirrielPnt -All-thseeiaeenespeetts4 fey
recover.
The H-7 came here from NeFport
News, bringing as a passenger John I.
Viney, president of the Newport News
Chamber of Commerce, who bore a
message of greetings to, the local
chamber. and Lieut. Norman Hill, of
the coast guard serel.-ie. On the trip
up the Potomac trouble with one of
the propellers developsn and the craft
descended at Indian Head and made
the remainder of the journey on the
water Mr. Viney ant Lieut.-Hill re
turned to Newport News by raiL
TWO MORE ARE EXECUTED
. All Seven Signers of the Proclamation
1. et the lase Republic May Pay
Death Penalty.
leiendon.-All the signers of the proc-
lamation of the Irish republic have
paid the penalty with their lives. The
last two were shot May 12-James
Connolly. who was so badly wounded
ip the fighting that he could net he• •
Shave Yourseff-Ten Cents. _I eiecutcd sooner. and John McDermatt.
. CbiatigteenA barber shop where ean'ineOfficial announcement of both ef these
*haves himself has been _started._ lel facts has been made. -
Is called theeshaveteria. The shop ts -1 The seven signers of the independ
divided- intoncompartments which are . erns proclamation were Peter , fE
i fitted with every accessory. tete pa.i Pearse. Thomas 3. Clarke. Sohn 1 Mt,:
tran ha e his choice of safety or old- Donagh. Joseph Plunkett. JohnealcDer-
fashioned razor. The charge is ten I mon- James- Connolly and Eamon Cea-
cents. _ , - .. _ ant. or_ Edmond Kent. - - -
/ In addition to these the following
Edison Will March. , are known to' have been shot: Edward•
--New -Yrirlr,---Tfinthis-7X. rcyzyi -6-y.-4-fogir- --ittchart--Oltivarrittnas. Wilitani
recta to. march at the head of :o en- Beanie. Ma) rohe McBride. torment's
"thefts. in of whale are them bets of - 011,11011. J. J. Heaston. Michael Miller
'the naval. copeuning booed, in the and Thomas HPr•!-. . ..._., • . 
great preparedness perade in which i , Convicts to Play Bail. -
neaela 145.'1* Per")* /r."4 dielee Pare evil:enema O. - VnacromPanied hr
nere. ' •. 
-_ ., - 
- 4eruarde the Ohio, penitentiary haseliall - - .. •• team web go to the local Ana rican-' Hears of Portveat eievolle,
e es r n, ea_ ineesnelisfluM Karelian park ap play an
.- - - . •' 114'1141*-A. '4--.9E---e-1--4e-a-7-7-121 •etra "`tiee • atnatessrlotialeteam A coneert by ae. ea ..eavs il‘:,..* 1.-firt441,4--iii,,,hi.t.„,„- _ • Otli _L*111114:_-hatin. will be _given
,IfiltabiL.. ''' ... • ' 4eInforiTliii sainLia-aelleatedad betel-ea-feet jeie ese hal e mu: -aUal• iaielit ;44u- ethwittivingse lemma-de-front the, gage•tee anetaaliehate heea burned --will go to loeal charity. -.. .
• .
or+
•
TRZ teTTIRRAY LEDGER. MURRAY RT.
U.S. REGULAR ARMY
WILL BE 206,000
SIOUSIE AND SENATE! cowlings
AGREE ON FIRST lila PIM
PAREDNEsS MEASURE. -
BECOMES A LAW MAY 20
•
•
•
EL PASO CONFERENCE F MIS sr.b ONLY TEDDY
,
lloott-Obregon Meeting Adjourns With.
out Any Agreement Being Reach-
ed-U. S. Prepares for Treachery.
El Paso.-- Orders have been Issued
frtitu Washington to rush troops across
the Rio Grande and take all Mexican
borde towns and railroad terminals,
If the lenitive expedition is attacked
by Carransa forces Artillery fire from
the Mexican side of the border will be
considered sufficient excuas to seise
any given point.
These are declared to be the tenta-
tive orders received by Gen. Funstun
the _repeat. of _ Ina -ScuttAibregon
conference, which ended in a disa-
greement, had been delimited at the
War Department,
Geo Funston received a tvirelase
message from lien. Pershing that the
Carnets authorities in Central and
Southern Chihuahua, are issuing arms
and ammunition to citizen natives. The
elexicane are being told, that rifles
must must be used to help drive out
the griegoes.
The !quirt added- that a brigade of
cavalry had then deployed south of
Nainiquipa as an advance guard. All
heavy equipment has lestn brought__
back to the base and Is under protec-
tion of the infantry.
Gen. Pershing volunteered an opin-
ion that his expeditionary forces had
taken all precautions necessary to pro-
tect them from any attack Mexican
troops might attempt.
(lea. Hugh L. Scott abandoned his
private car here in which the unities*
cessful conferences were hi-id with
Sleeken Minister of War Ohregon and
boarded. theAlolden Gate -Limited- -tor -
1Vashinfton.__Obregon left for Chibuit--
hua City, en route ta Mexico City, and
Oen. Funston has gone to his head-
quarters at San Antonio.
There is much speculation as to
what will „happen when General Ob-
regon meets all his commanders:
a number of whom are now 'as-
sembled In Chihuahua City, and tells
them of the unconditional refusal of
the United States to withdraw. Gen.
Funston is known to fear that the gen-
erals will be obdurate and decide to
take the situation out of the hands of
any central authorities.
No efforts are sail to have been
read( to restore order or capture the
bandits in the -Pairs! district, south of
Chihuahua City.
Ayzp_on jjagintareceirsd by _State_
Partment representatives here :hat
a mob containing a number of (*Serail-
= soldiers entered the American con-
sulate at Durango City and looted it.
Homer Coon. the. American consul, is
said to have sought refuge in the home.
of a friendly Mexican. They earrhiE
away' all ble pentanel effects and val
uables, according to the information.
Fed•rellsed Natiotial Guard WIII Oa a
Force of 425,000 Men--Combined
First Line Defense for
679,000 Troops.
306.000 fighting men. capable of being
expended in emergency to 254,000, and
barked 
Of 425.000 km e reserve, has been
pea
finally agreed on by house and senate
conferees on the army bill. This would
give a a tal strength of 631.0011,ce 
en.Tbhy a fedeitllengrvlur en_ed iyaimi nationalrew guard
to congress at once and the measure,
the first cif the adminietratkin greyer-
ednees bills. is expected to be OD
President Wilson's desk for his sig-
nature and become a law by May 20.
Advocates of adequate national de-
fense regard the conference agree-
ttleatialte- tiatritmrpti. The compromise
between the house and senate meas-
ures was effected after weeks of
struggle against an insistent demand
from bowie conferees -for--a _standing
army of only 140.000 men, and it ap-
peared that the senate might be forced
to yield. The senate bill provided
for 250,000.
The minimum enlisted strength
would be attained, under tbsi agree-
merit. within the next five yeWs. and
it is stipulated that at no time shall
the total be leas than 166,000.
The conference report also provides
for government nitrate manufacturing
plants, to cost not exceeding $20,-
000.000; for vocational education in
the regular army, and for tee estab-
lishment of training camps for volun-
teer citizens, whose transportation,
clothing and subsistence expenses
while in training would be paid by the
federal government.
Tha treelaimg_
approved. is regarded as compensation
in a measure for the federal volunteer
reserve of 261.000 men. which senate
conferees were forced to abandon .on
Insistence from the Mimic.
The regular line of the army, the
bill now pruvides, can never go below
160.000. and its maximum strength in
time of peace would be 175.00n officette
and men. In this calculation. how-
aver --there are excluded 5,723 Philip-
pine scouts. 6.409 in the quartermas-
ter's corps. 7.290 in the medical de-
partment, 3.3S7 in the signal Icorps
and S.750 unassigned recruits; a total
of 3L659. These added to the regu-
lar line of 175,000 men give a total
regular army peace strength of 206.-
659. The president ie authorized to
Increase the regular army divisions
to maximum strength without con-
gressional action.
The national guard at maximum
strength would be recruited on the
basis of S00 men to each congressional
district, which would aggregate a total
of 425.4100 men. This deserve force.
together with the regular army of
254.000 we: strength, would produce
a combined defense force of 679,000
men.
BORDER IS AGAIN RAIDED
Skirmish in Tetras Between_ Soldiers
atextearee-Riot Started in -
El Paso-
Ti Paso.-Mexican bandits have
again crossed into American territory
and attacked civilians and soldiers.
The raid was made on the night of
May 11 four miles north of Boquillas
at an ore terminal station and directly
behind Maj. Lazighorne's column.
which up to that time nad not crossed
into. Mexico. After a short skirmish
the bandits fled.
Rioting started in Chihuahua. a
small settlement within the city limits
of El Paso, whenea mob of :al Mere
cans attacked the provost guard with
"bricks. The guard coesisted of 'eight
United States soldiers. To defend
themselves the soldiers were compell-
ed to fire into the mob. There were
no
When the incident was reported to
Gen. Bell at Fort Bliss. additiona:
troops were sent to the city and the
patrol doubled.
Negro Soldier Runs Amuck.
--leearyinworter. Ketee-Serateitit Janina
-and Wes- E-rnestine Itiewee
22. were killed and an unidentified wo-
man.iraAseverely wounded by William
Waite. a negro; who purchased his re-
lease from the army mounted service
School at 'Fort Leavenworth. White
*Seaver
_ Americana Fired Upon_ 1
Brownsville, Texas.- Two shots
fired from the atelican side of :he ltio
Grande an two Vatted States cavalry-
men pa:Felling the border, ceused a
complaint tolie made te Carranza mil-
itary autticuities at Matamorae. terougn
BRITISH LINES ATTACKED
Shifting From Verdun, Germans Pre-
cede Infantry Assault On Hulluck
With . Heavy Bombardment.
London. - Switching their attack
from the Verdun region against the
French. the Germans have again ba-
guet a sharp offensive against the
British line around liulluch. Preced-
ing their movements .with the usual
heavy tembarcimente, the Germans
launched an infantry attack against
the British lines near Vermelles and
captured first-line trenches over a
front of about ii00 yards. The British
admit the loss of the position, but say
that par: of the ground was retaken In
a counter attack. Berlin declares that
in their defensa of the trenches, and
especially later in the counter attacks.
the British suffered heavy _casualties
and in addition lost men taken-prison-
ers and several machine gums cap-
ttiFecl. -
Around Verdun the French, on the
left bank of the Meuse, have recap-
tured points of vantage previously
taken from them southeast of lieu-
court by the Germans. Bembardments
are again taking place around Le Mort
Hozeme and Cumieres and against the
French first and second line trenches
on the right bank of the Meuse. be-
tween the Haudremcnt wood and
Vaux- A German'attack southeast of
Fait Danauraont was repulsed.
Considerable infantry fighting.
which as yet has been without reisult,
is in progress on the Dvinsk and Ja-
cobstadt sectors of the Russiant front.
Petrograd reports that German at-
tacks a: several points here and fur-
ther south have been repulsed.
In the Austreltalian theater intense
artillery aiitiene are ensuing in the
Col-di-Lana zone and toe Italians have
put down two Austrian attempts at at-
tack against captured positions on
Mount Cukla.
Twee Killed in Auto Smash.
Dallas. 'Teti-Three persons were al-
TiitWkilled- and three others
received minor injuries here when aa
automobile turned partially over on a
country road about six, miles from
here Two of those killed were pinned
under the car, while the third was cat-
apulted some distance into a ditch.
• MINING CAMP 'RAIDED.
Meeican Bandits Drive Arviericardi
From Pcnaria, Arizona.
Tursop• Aria-Mexican bandits are
eported to have raided !solaria, a min-
ing tamp seven milee Deka- LochifteAmeriFin- Consul J. H. Johnsen.
i__ • • on theh.rder. driving -out the _Macre
Storm Sweeps Sulu istends. eiths. who-escapes:tit° Nogalee in aido-
hiiirila -A great storm" has _sweet( Coe. rams commanilant at
inveir 'Seed •Letairelet- deenro, r.N Opal, lereitta emaputwof Intluatry
zuan.y.btlTdl -Four iscatit )'ichlxcxj and ..0 eitikilliAti_ko "[nerd- Loc:iiel.
-vessels were sulk and IC .4:perilous Wash.nirten Camp andOther towns on
drott the American side. •
• --
Geo7ge W. Pckins Talks of Re-
puol +can Nommatton.
His idea Seems to Be to Find Out
What the People Want and Fool
Them into Thinking Roose-
velt Stands for It.
There is no pussyfooting about
George W. Perkins. "I believe," he
lathe a Chicago zapurtari, "Recaseveilt
will be nominated by the Republirans,
but I realize now, since analyzing the
Ford vote, that our greatest work ia
to make the people see that Roosevelt
means peace and honor as well as pre-
parednese " This is the formula: Find
out what the people want, and then
Make them see that the colonel mines
it. eesu may feel with Mr. Perkins that
"there are two big things to look for-
ward to-the integrity of the country
and a proteetive tariff." But if you
agree with him, you feel even more
strongly that you should not quibble
_inner Oftnitluni
everything under a good-sounding
word like "Americanism"-"A tariff is
embraced in thee weird 'Americanism.'
as is also the nation's integrity." The
main thing is that the Republicans
should nominate the man who bolted
the Republican nomination four years
ago. This, says Mr. Perkins, will
nitt e-the --Prrigresstrest "the happiest
people in this country." And what are
Republicans for except to make Pro
gressivea--and especially one Progree
sive-happy?
Republican Prospects•Poor.
The absolutely disargenized condi-
tion of the Republicans, their poverty
of leaders, their helplessness at the
primaries, their confusion and .uncer-
tainty as to the choice of a candidate
for president, the emergence of so
many second-rate, ridiculous candi-
dates, the blankness of "uninstructed."
the absurdity of "instructed" dele-
gates; these things are plain as •
pficeetaff. There is no candidate In
sight that will unite the party. Effort
is made, part peetense and finesse,
part earnest, to pull the robes off a
Member of the Supreme court and ac-
claim a man of opinions necessarily
.unauown as the awaited hore-of -swami
ciliation and union. Colonel Roosevelt
Is yelling from the side lines and
eager to break into the shindy. Nc
man. No issue. Heaps of trouble.
Campaign Already Begun,
The Democratic national and Con'
eressional committees have already
begun a comprehensive and vigorous
campaign for the re-election of "resi-
dent Wilson. Fred B. Lynch, chair-
man of the executive committee. an-
neunced the opening of western head-
quarters in Chicago, to be in charge
of Wilbur Mash, the Iowa member of
the committee, and said that there
would be the heartiest co-operation be.
the congreseieaal and nationa'
committees.
Unfortunate Remark.
Among other utterances of Senator
',larding of OW now the subject of
criticism is his assertion in a recent
speech that some Democrats are bet-
ter than some Republicans. How sad-
ly the party is in need of the keynote
speech which the senator is to deliver
at Chicago i3,, shown by the fact that
standpatters and Progressives alike
have construed this remark as person-
al to themselves and want to figh'
about it.
________ _
Now Up to the Colonel.
Senator Harding, who is to make
the keynote speech at
convention, says he cannot ste any
reason why Colonel Roosevelt should
not be consulted recarding the choice
of a candidate, if he is back in the
part?. Now if the colonel will only
concede that the party has a right to
be consulted, the outlook for harmony
will be excellent
Simply Party of Opposition.
A slogan for the Chicago conven-
tie.n is sceplied by the Boston Tran-
script: "The nominat ion,of the strong-
est non-Democrat that can be found
to oppose Mr. Wilson." This great
event will be preceded by the key note
speech. reciting the glorious achieve
ments of the grand old non-Democrat-
ic party.
Not Necessary.
The World is asking that Republe
tans show their Arri.erloarasm by also
nominating Wilson. Of course. It
would be a nice thing to do and a very
wise one, as indicating a united na-
tion; but It isn't necessary. Mr. Wil-
son will be re-elected whether he has
one nomination or several.-letica Ob-
server. -
It might be gathered from .Colonel
Rornevelz2s conversation that all the
political parties were bidding for the
privilege of nominating him for a third
cup of coffee.
Party Deserven Confidence.
Business conditions In the Weet.
and to the East are excellent and get-
ting better decry day.- Certainly, the
emirs are not going to give credit for-
prosperity to the Republicans, who
have been talking hard times ever
siace the Democratic adrninietratiott
came irto power The people will give
credit where cretin be-tongs. and un-
dea the strong and couragas a.dtals.
istration of the' prvsklent JJa
crate bare made Fred all their pram.
Ises to the people
•
COULD NOT
STRAIGHTEN UP
Had to Co All Humped Over and
Suffered Great Pain in
Sides and Back.
Sulphur Springs, Va.-Mrs. I. M.
Sprinkle, of this place, writes: "About
two years ago this coming spring, I
got into awfully bad health. 'lad been
married only a short lime, and my
health was not so good after my mar-
laity, as It had been before, and kept
getting worse all the time. I was go-
ing down hill in health, could only
drag around. My friends recommended
that 1 try ("artful. I tried various rem,-
dies which did me no good. I simply
moped all the time and felt sick all
over... So I began using Carlini and
in • short time I was greatly ap-
proved; after the use of one bottle was
able to do my work.
"Before starting it. I couldn't
Straighten up to save me; had to go
WbSt T Wilt Ill 'Unified over, rinToreil
great pains in the abdomen, sides and
back worse than anywhere .. After
the use of one bottle. I had no more
pain at all... It is also a tine tonic.
The cure has been permanent. and I
have had no trouble since, neither bad
to have • doctor or take any medicine
since. It built me up in health and
Strength."
If you suffer from any Of the ail-
ments so common to women try
Carclui.-tha woman's tonic. For SSW .
by all druigista. Adv.
His Treat.
Bacon-Been to ..ae the dry
Egbett-Sure thing.
"lad he treat your
"Oh. no; it was my treat. It rust me
two dollars."
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of 1Z-4M 
118'
In tee for Over 30 Tears.
Children Cn- for Fleteher's Caistoria
Looked That Way.
- The postituth batuled 
ter. One glance at the envelope sent
him nearly into hysterics.
"Heavens!" be cried, "the first chal-
lenge I ever got." "Duel" was in big
letters on the outside of the envelope.
"But I can't fight and--
So he hurried to the station house." ei
explained that he knew of no enemy _
Who should demand his blood and
asked for protection.
Three blue-coated arms of the is —
presented t. mselves. •
The detective force hurried out. By
that time the desk sergeant had recov
ered.
He sairlfeant "Due one cent"-
Utica Press.
a
Cheering Him Up.
A professional boxer was badly beat-
en in a sparring match and carried tc
his bed in an exhausted and melan
chnly condition.
-I wish you'd say something ta
cheer him up, doctor." pleaded nese de-
feated warrior's wife. "He's gettin'
low in_his mind, and when he's like
that you've no idea how hard it is to
wait on him. He's worse than a bear
with a toothache."
"What can 1 say that will please
him most" asked the doctor.
"You might just tell him in an Off:
band_ way that_ the Yuan sa_licketLhiut
ri mighty bad in the horspital. and
that they may have to hold a post
inesteen on him any -minute nowat erne
the solemn suggestion.
MEAL-TIME CONSCIENCE.
What Do the Children Drink?
There are times when mother 61
father feeds the youngsters somethine
that they know chtldren should not
have. Perhaps it is some rich dessert
but more often it is tea or coffee.
It is better to have some delicious
hot food-drink that you can take your
self and feet, to your children, con
scious that it will help and strength
en, but never hurt teeln.
•A Yorkstate lady says: "I use(
coffee many years in spite of the con
viction that it injured my nervous sys
tern and produced my nervous head
aches. While visiting a friend I was
served with Postum and 1 determinee
to get a package and try at myself
The reselt was all that could be de
sired-a delicious, finely flavored, rich-
ly colored beverage Since I quit cof-
fee. Postum has worked wonders for
me.
"My husband, who had suffered from
kidney tremble when drinking coffee.
quit the coffee and took up Postum
with me and tepee drinking Postum he
has felt stronger and better, with no
Indication of kidney trouble.
"You may be sure I find it a great
comfort to have a warm drink at
meals that I can give my children.with • clear conscience that it willheld and net hurt theft as coffee ortea would,"
given 
Na en
Pcstum Co., Battle
Creek. Mich.. •
Postum canna in two form,:
Postum Cereal-the original form-
be well belled. lec and 25e pkge. -Instant Postum-a soluble Powder-Aissolres quickly in A cup or hot waat crd. tel;otwi  hbecwreatn-mpw•anenetti Pi mnrae. makes •.
and coin sheet Oat *ante per cup,
There's a Reason" ffir Post-'n.
•
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SYNOPSIS.
—4—
flemperey Van Werein, critic sed dilet-
tail& Is thrown into the water by the
Ia leg la Banrai/1111%Of a 
torrt0 bey, and beromes unconscieue
Iooiti n 
before help rem hes him. On nomlne to
hts senses lie Coda himself aboard the
sealing whooner Oboe. Captain Wolf
Larsen. bound tit Japan waters, witnesees
the death of the Mist mate and hears the
captain curie the dead man for preauming
in die at the bestnning of the voyage. The
eapt•in refuses to put Humphrey ashore
and make, him (*shin boy "for the good
of hie soul" Humphrey seam the body of
the mate dumved into the Jaen. He 'sort'ss
to learn Potato peeling and dish washing
under the cork ney roost. Mueridae. I.
caught by a every lea stepped over the
quarter &A he la carrying tea aft and his
knee is rrlously hurt, but no one Pare
emeettention to his injury.
CHAPTER V-Continued.
After breakfast I had another Un-
enviable experience. When I had fin-
ished washing the dishes I cleaned the
cabin stove and carried the ashes up
on deck to empty them. Wolf Larsen
and Henderson were standing near the
wheel. deep In conversation. I passed
them and flung the ashes over the side
to windward. The wind drove them
back, and not only over me but over
Henderson _and--Woll Larsen. The
neat instant the latter kicked me vio-
--lently.-ao-a-cur is larked. I reeled
away from him and leaned against the
'Wain in a half-fainting condition. But
Wolf Larsen did not follow, me up.
Brushing the ashes from his clothes.
he had resumed his conversation -with
Henderson. Johansen, who had seen
the affair from the break of the poop.
sent a couple of sailors aft to clean
up the mesa.
Later In the morning I received a
surprise of a totally different sort.
Following the cook's instructions. I
had gone into Wolf Larsen's state-
room to put it to rights and make the
bed. Against the wall, near the head
of the bunk. was a rack filled with
books. I glanced over them, noting
with astonishment such Mines as
Shaken:eters, Tennincine Poe
Quincey. There were scientific works.
too, among which were represented
men such as Tyndall, Proctor and Dar-
win. Astronomy and physics were
represented, and I remarked Bulfinch's
"Age of Fable," Shaw's "History of
English and American Literature."
and Johnson's "Natural History- in
two large volumes. Then there were
it number of grammars, such as Met-
--Mato -and-Reed and Kellogg's;
smiled as I saw a copy of "The Dean's
English:"
I could pot reconcile these books
with the Mao from what I had seen
of him, and I wondered if he could
possibly read them. But when I came
to make the bed I found, between the
blankets, dropped apparently as if he
had sunk off to sleep, a complete
Browning, the Cambridge edition. It
was open at "In a Balcony," and I
noticed, here and there. passages im-
derlIned in pencil. Further, letting
drop the volume during a lurch of the
ship, a sheet of paper fell out It was
scrawled over with geometrical dia-
grams and calculations of -some sort.
This glimpse I had caught of his
other side must have emboldened me.
for I resolved to speak to him *beat
the money I had lost.
"I have been robbed." I said to him,
a little later, when I found him pac
op and down the poop alone.
"Sir." he corrected, not harshly. Mt
"I have been robbed, sir," I amend-
ed.
"How did it happen?" he asked.
Then I told him the whole circum-
stance, how my clothes had been left
to dry in the galley, and how, later, I
was nearly beaten by the cook when
I mentioned the matter.
Ile smiled at my recitaL "Pickings,"
be concluded; "Cooky's pickings And
don't you think your miserable life
worth the price? Besides, consider it
a lesson. You'll learn in time how to
take care of your money for yourself.
I suppose. up to now, your lawyez has
done it for you, or your business
ageaL"
By the following morning the stormI could feel the quiet sneer through
his words, but demanded. "How can had blown itself quite out and the
I get it back again?" Ghost was roiling slightly on a calm
sea without a' breath of wind. The
men were all on deck and busy pre-
paring their various boats for the sea-
son's hunting There are seven boats
aboard, tba captain's dinghy, the six
which the tunters will use. Three. a
hunter, a boat puller, anti a boat
steerer, compose a boat's crew. On
board the schooner the boat pullers
and steerers are the crew. The hunt-
ers, too, are supposed to be in com-
mand of the watches. -subject, always,
to the orders of Wolf Larsen.
All this, and more. I have learned.
The Ghost is considered the fastest
schooner in both the San Francisco
and Victoria fleets In fact, she was
once a private yacht. and was built
for speed. Johnson was telling me
about her in a short chat,I bad with
-him during yesterday's second dog
watch, He spoke enthusiastically.
with the love for a fine craft such as
some men frel for ttorses
E'Very man aboard. wtth the excep-
tion of Johansen, who Is rather over
come by his promotion seems to haze
an extmee for having Belied-on the
"Then to what end" he demanded.
"If I sin Immortal-why?"
I faltered. How could I explain my
idealism to this man? How' could I
Put Into seeeeh a something felt, a
something like the strains of music
heard in sleep, a something that con-
vinced yet transcended utterance?
"What do yott believe then r I
countered.
"I believe that life is a mess." he
answered promptly. "It is like a yeast
a ferment, a thing that moves and
may move for a minute, an hour, a
year, or a hundred years, but that in
the end will cease to move. The big
eat the little that they may continue
to move, the strong eat the weak that
they may retain their strength. The
lucky eat the most and move the
longest, that is all. What 4o you mane
of those things"
lie swept his arm in an impatient
gesture toward a number of the sail-
ors who were working on some kind
of rope stuff amidships.
-They move; so does the jellyfish
move. They move in order to eat in
order that they may keep moving.
There you have It. They live for
their belly's sake and the belly is for
their sake. It's a circle; you get no-
where. Neither do they. In the end
they come to • standstill. Thee move
Ito mere. They are dead."
"They have dreams.- 1 interrupted.
"radiant, flashing dreams-"
"Of' grub," he concluded setiten•
tiously.
"And of more-"
-Grub. Of a larger appetite and
more luck in satisfying it." His vielee
sounded harsh. There was no levity
in it. "You and I are just like them.
There is no difference, except that we
have eaten more and better. I am
eating them now, and you, too. But
in the past you have eaten more than
I have. You wear the warm clothes.
They made the clothes, but they Weer
in rags and ask you, the lawyer, OP
the triteness agent. who bandies
money, for a job."
"But that is beside the
cried.
-Not at all." He was speaking rap-
idly, now, and his eyes were flashing.
"It is piggishness. and it is life. Of
what use or sense is an immortality
of piggishness? What Is the end?
What Is it all about? To be piggish
as you and I have been all our lives
--doefiliot seem to be just the thing
immortals to be doing. Again, what's
It all about? Why have I kept you
here?-"
"Because you are stronger," I man
aged to blurt out
"But why stronger?" he went on at
once with his perpetual queries. "Be-
cause I am a bigger bit of the ferment
than you? Don't you see? Don't you
see?"
"But the hopelessness of it," I pro-
tested.
"I agree with you," he answered.
"Then why move at all, since moving
living? Without moving and being
part of the yeast there would be no
hopelessness. But-and here It is-
we want to live and move, though we
have no reason to, because it happens
that it is the nature of life to live and
move, to want to live and move. If it
were not for this, life would be dead
because of this life that is in y_ou
that you dream of your immortality.
The life that is in you is alive and
wants to go on being alien
Bah! An eternity of piggishness!"
He abruptly turned on his heel and
started forward. He stopped -at the
break of the poop and called me to
him.
"By the way, how much was it that
Cooky got away with" he asked.
"One hundred and eighty-five dol-
lars. sir," I answered._
He nodded his head. A moment
later, as I started doWA-the companion
stairs to lay the table for dinner, t
heard him loudly cursing some men
amidships.
•
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that they did not know anything about
her or her captain. And those who do
know walloper that the hunters, while
excellent shots, were so notorious for
their quarrelsome and rascally pro-
clivities that they could not sign on
any decent schooner.
j have made the acquaintance of an-
other one of the crew-Louis, be is
Nailed, a rotund and jovial-faced Nova
ecotia Irishman, and a very sociable
fellow, prone to talk as long as he can
find a listener. in the afternoon.
while the cook was below and asleep
and I was peeling the everlasting po-
tatoes, Louis dropped into the galley
for • "yarn." Ills excuse for being
aboard was that he was drunk when
he signed.. Ile is accounted one of the
twii -or LbrSe
In both fleets.
"Ah, my boy"-14 shook his head
ominously at me-" 'tie the worst
schooner ye could iv selected, nor
were ye drunk at the time as was I.
Don't I remember him in Itakodate
two years gone, when he bad a row
an' shot four iv his men? An' there
Wet a man the same year be killed
with a blow iv his fist. An' wasn't
there the governor of Kura island. an'
the chid Dr police. Japanese gentle-
men, sir, an' didn't they come aboard
the Ghost as his guests. a•bringin'
their wives along-wee an' pretty
little bits of things like you see 'ern
painted on fans. An' as he was a-get•
tin' under way, didn't the fond hus-
bands get left astern-likeein their sam-
pan, as it might be by accident? An'
wasn't It a week later that the poor
little ladles was put ashore on the
other side of the island, with nothin'
before 'em but to walk home acrost
the mountains on their weeny-teeny
little straw sandals, which wouldn't
hang together a mile? Don't I know?
715 the beast he Is. this Wolf Lar-
sen-the great, big beast mentioned In
Revelation; an' no good end will he
ever come to. But I've said nothire to
ye, mind ye. rve whispered* never a
word; for old, fat Louisli live the voy-
age out if the last mother's son of
yes go to the fishes."
"But If be is so well known for what
he is." I queried, "bow is it that he
can get men to ship with him!"
"An' how is It ye can get men to
do anything on God's earth an' sea?"
Louis demanded with Celtic fire.
"There's them that can't sail with bet-
men, Hite the hunters, and them
that don't know, like the poor devils
of wind-jammers forard there."
"Teem hunters is the wicked boys."
he beelike forth again. ter he suffered
from a constitutional plethora of
speech. "But wait fill they get to
cutting up iv jinks and rowin"round
He's the boy'll fix 'em. Look at that
hunter iv mine. Horner. Didn't he kill
his boat steerer last year? An' there's
"That's your lookout_ You haven't
any lawyer or business agent now, so
you'll have to depend on eoerselt
When you get a dollar, hang on to IL
A man who leaves his money lying
around, the way you did. deserves to
lose it. Besides, you have sinned. You
have no right to put temptations in
the way of your fellow-cfeatures. You
tempted Cooky. and he tell. You have
placed his immortal soul in jeopardy.
By the way, do you believe in the
7-- immortal sour"
His lids lifted lazily as he asked the
question, and it seemed that the deeps
were opening to me and that I was
gazing into his sou:. But it was an
Illusion. Far as It might have seemed,
no man has ever seen very far into
Wolf Larsene soul, or semen at all-
ot this I am convinced. It was a very
lonely soul, I was to learn, that never
unmasked, though at rare moments It
played at doing so. • - -
"I 'read innbortallty in Tour eyes"
I answered. droppingAhe "sir"-ein es--
pertinent ter -I thouglit..thoe latimacy
of the eeneereatiou•warranted It. Ghost. Halt of the Mee forward are._ _
Be took epetiottee, :t cob water saneri and- their 'eattitill iI
CHAPTER VI.
matter,- I
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upon ffils,ranfi him, Louts peased felho
ment and prophecy.
" a flue chap, that squarehead
Johnson we've Ward with us," he
said. "The - beet satlormau in the
fo'v'sle. lie's my boat puller. Hut
It's to trouble he'll come with Wolf
Larsen as the sparks fly upward The
Wolf is -strong, and it's the way of
a wolf to hate strength, an' strength,
It is bell aue in Johnson-no knucklle
limier, and a 'Yes, sir' thakk ye kindly,
sir,' for a curse or • blow."
Thomas elugridge is becoming unen-
durable. I am compelled te Mister
him and Sir him with every speech.
One reason for this is that Wolf Let.
pen seems to have taken a fancy to
him. It is an unprecedented thing. I
take it for a captain to be chummy
with the cook; but this is certainly
what Wolf Larsen IS doing. _Two or
three ernes be put his head IntetYlge
galley and chaffed Mugeidge good-
naturofIly, and once, this •ftern000, be
stood by the break of the poop and
chetted with him for fully fifteen WO-
utes Wien it was over, and Mug-
ridge was beck In the galley, be be--
came greasily radiant, and went about
his work, humming the soster songs
In a nerve-racking and discordant fal-
setto.
"I always get along with the offi-
cers." he remarked to me in a confi-
dential tone. "I know the w'y. I do.
La _myke myself unreel-nod. There
was my last skipper. 'Mugridge; SOS
'e to me, 'Mugridgee sex 'e, 'you've
missed yer vokytion."An"ow's that?
sez 1. 'Yes shoeld 'a' been born a
gentleman, an' never 'ad to work for
yer 'Oen': God strife me dead, Trap.
If that ayn't wot 'e sex. an' me asittin'
there in 'is own cabin, jolly-like an'
comfortable. a-smokin"Is cigars an
drinkin"is rum."
This chitter-chatter drove me to dis-
traction I never heard a voice I hated
so. Poeitively, he was--tbe- most disk
gusting and loathsome -person I have
ever met. The filth of his cooking was
indescribable, and, as he cooked every-
thing that was eaten aboard, I was
compelled to eelect what I ate with
great circumspection, choosing from
the least dirty of his concoctions.
My hands bothered me a great
deal, unused as they were to work.
Nor was my knee any better. The
swelling had not gone down, and the
cap was still up on edge. Hobbling
about on it from morning to night was
not helping it any. What I needed
was rest, if it were ever to get welL
Rest! I never before knew the
meaning of the word. I had been rest-
ing all my life and did not know it.
Date fahri,...trGin halt past fled In the
morning till ten o'clock at night. I
am everybody's slave, with not one
moment to myself, except such as I
can steal near the end of the second
dog watch. Let me pause for a min-
ute to look out over the sea sparkling
In the sun. or to gaze at a sailor going
aloft to the gaff-topsails, or running
out the bowsprit, and I am sure to
hear the hateful voice, "'Ere, you.
limp, no sodgertn*. I've got my peep-
ers on per."
There are signs of reinvent bad tem-
per in the steerage, and the gossip Is
going around that Smoke and Hender-
son have had a fight. Henderson
seems the best of the hunters, a slow-
going fellow, and hard to rouse: but
roused he must have been. for Smoke
had a bruised and discolored eye,
and looked particularly vicious whec
be came into the cabin for supper.
(To LE CONTINUED.;
'They Live for Their Belly's Sake.'
Smoke. the black little devil-didn't
the Roosians have him for three years
in the salt mines of Siberia, for poach-
in' on Copper island, which is a Roo-
sian preserve! Shackled he was.
hand an' foot with his mate. An
!idol they have words or a ruction
of some kind'-efter ewes the other
fellow Smoke sent up in, the buckets
to the top of the mine; an' a piece at
the time he went up. a leg today, an'
tomorrow an arm, the -next day
head, an' so on."
"But you can't mean Re" I cried out,
overcome with the horror of it.
"Mean what" he demanded, quick
as a Bash. "'Ti. nothIn' I've. said.
Deer I am. and dumb, as ye should
be for the sake iv your mrtber; an'
never' once have I opened me lips but
to say fine things iv them an' hem.;
God curse his soul, an' may he rot in
purgatory ten thousand yearn and
then go down tie the telt an' deepest
hell iv all!"
Johnson seemed the least equivocal
of the men forwarea or aft_ He eieemeg
to hate the courage of his contle-
Hons. the certainty of his manhood.' -It
eras thistehat made him protest IV the
coM/Ar..11,Cettte= of our acquaintance.
bet= called Yonsow* 4nfi
•
RICE SERVED WITH MEALS
Adds Gristly is the Nutritive Valise*?
Dishes With Whiee It May Se
Mined.
•
Rice has great nutritive value, so
When you can add it to meat you are
not only reducing the cost of the dish,
but you are maintaining, somewhat In-
creasing, its food value.
Rice can be added to almost any
sort of meat. Rice,. plain boiled and
drained as dry as possible, can be add-
ed to a chicken fricassee. It can also
be made into croquettes to serve with
ehicken. and rice croquettes may be
served with lamb or metton stew.
Round 'steak can be cooked with
rice in this way: Put a round steak
an inch and a half thick in a greased
aid .'over It with a eeprel
of riee that has been soaked for an
hour. Pour over this half a can of
tomatoes and season with salt and
pepper. Then add a quart of water.
Cover and bake for two hours slowly,
and then uncover and cook for 20 min-
utes longer.
This is • good mutton and rice stew:
Boil a cupful of rice and drain it. Slice
three or four carrots and boll until ten-
der. In the meantime simmer until
tender • pound of breast of mutton-
which will take about two hours.
Thicken the meat gravy and pour the
meat on a platter. durrounti with the
carrots, in a ring, and then with the
rice, in a mound around the edge -of
the platter.
This is a rice and veal recipe. Place
a slice or several slices of veal in an
uhe.reased skillet until brown. Rein tve
to a molding board and cut into pieces
two inches square, or smaller. Put,
with a small minced onion, in a cas-
serole, and cover with boiling water
and two or three slices of bacon.
Cover and  cook In the oven until the
meat Is wen' tender, and then thicken
slightly with flour. Place on a plat-
ter and surround with a border of hot_
steamed rice.
MAY RECLAIM WASTE SPOT
AS THE -SEASONS ADVANCE
Metalline% Will Provide Menus Suit
able to the Changea That the
Weather Is Sure to Bring.
The cellar, of course, cannot be
thoroughly cleaned until the furnace
fire is allowed to go out for the sea-
son, but it can be cleared of all rub-
bish, if rubbish has been allowed to
accumulate there during the winter.
The cellar should be the most orderly
part of the house, partly bees*** as
accutnulation of rubbish there In-
creases danger of fire and partly be-
cause the air from the cellar rises'
through the house, carrying with ft,
dust or any other uncleanliness.
See to it that all the chimneys are
In good condition and that all fire-
places are ready for a little extra
work. The spring days, after the tuft
nace fire Is put out.- are the daft
when open fires are most in demand.
Remember that spring appetites
crave fresh things, and that salads
tempt when heavier foods repel. N'ege-
table salads for luncheon are admir-
able on spring days.
If the spring days drag, begin to
plan for summer vacations. Send for
catalogs and pamphlets of hotel rates
and take out some of your longingefor
summer in looking them over.
Effort; Are to Be Made to Restore to
_Fertility the Famous Roman
Carnpagna.
No book on Italy is complete witn
tit some reference to the Campagna
di Roma, a district upon which a curse
seems to have -fallen.  It is a grassy_,
plain, laamething like an Am-fiRcan
prairie, about forty by seventy miles
-itteareik- Rome being near its cenessre
This district was once the prov-
ince of Latium, and was then the rich-
est and most populous country in the
world, but it is now nearly destitute
of inhabitants. For a part of the
year shepherds and herdsmen make
It their home, but even they do not
linger longer than absolutely necen
sary. In fact. the Campagna is the
home of malaria, so deadly that stran-
gers dare not to pass a single night ea
posed to its Influence.
The trouble with the Campagna
arises from its being underlaid by a
bed-bf stone impervious to water. The
spring rains till the soil, a vast quan-
tity of vegetable matter is accurate
fated. and the summer sun evaporates
this foul water, filling the air -Intl
malaria of the most deadly sort.
The ancient Romans knew the date
ger. and averted it with extensive
drains.e_hnt. the moderne suffeged_tha
drains to become choked, and the
finest portion of -̀ •aly became a wil-
derness. The soil Is very rich, and
It is pleasant to hear that an effort is
being made to reclaim the Champagns
tor the uses of man. •
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Novel Atomizer Size -6? Watch.
A recent novelty is a pocket atom
izer in the shape of a watch. The
head or top has a small orifice, and
the spray is produced by pressing or
the flexible meta sides. A miniature
funnel is provided for the filling, which
is done by unscrewine the head. An
other atomizer consists ;of a small
cylindrical pump mounnef en a cork
so as to fit into any bottle and thus
avoid handling of the perfume ?rots
one bottle to another. A plunger at
the top serves to produce tbeetspiesy
from a side. orifice. The tube whict
descende into the liquid has a teecond
or telescoping end an that the tube
can be ettended -down as tat. as. the
bottom of the bottle „end thus Leh*
tip ail the
Haricot Timbales.
Soak half a pint of haricot beans in
Id water for several hours, then
drain and cook them until tender in
slightly salted water; when done drain
the beans, and rub them through a
fine sieve. Put the puree in a sauce-
pan with an ounce of butter, a little
cream or half a gill of milk, and stir
over the tire till quite hot, then stir
In two yolks of eggs. Line the inte-
rior-of-ale previously buttered thobale
molds thickly with the prepared puree,
fill the center with vegetable ince.
doine seasoned with salt and petiner,
and moistened with etst sufficient
white or brown sauce to bind the mix-
ture. Shake down each timbale, and
cover the top with a layer of haricot
bean puree. Bake in a moderate oven
for half an hour. Turn out on a hot
dish, pour some hot tomato sauce
over or around the timbales. and serve
hot. "Vegetable macedoine' consists
of carrots and turnips peeled-scooped
out into little 'balls or cut into neat
cubes-and French beans cut Into
short pieces. all cooked separately in
seasoned water, then drain and mix
together, and reheat with a little but-
ter.
Hazelnut Cream Cake.
Beat one cupful of sugar and four
eggs yetil light add one cupful of flour
sifted with one teaspoonful baking
powder eel one teaspoonful of ground
cinnamon, one-half teaspoonful of
ground allseice and cloves: bake in
two layers. Cream-Three-quarters of
a pint of milk, one tablespoonful of
cornstaree, two eggs, half teaspoonful
of sugar. Peel and chop one cupful of
baitnuis nue-isid iLiempoontul of
vanilla. doll all together until thick,
and when cool spread between layers.
'tette whipped cream or a boiled frost-
ing for top of cake.
Potato Loaves.
One pound potatoes, boiled and
mashed: one- ounce butter, one tea
spoonful milk.- one Peg butter salt
and cayenne pepper, two teaspoonfuls
chopped parsley.
Aid butter, milk, egg, parsley and'
seasoning to cold boiled mashed pota-
'toes. Turn out and rat thin. Divide
Info equal Portions and make each
into a loaf. Put on to ti buttered bah:
-tag sheet. glare- with •the white of an
egg. Ibik-e In a witch oret. for 6 or
10 minuted.'
1114Aildres teerellettowse estates
Fly Poises Kills an Gains
Than All Other Polseasealginillt
For Safety's Salss,Use
Is there lo your boss, anywhere
within baby's reach, a saucer of
arsenic poisoned paper floating In
Water, or • can with a sweetened
poisoned wick?
Miring WI% a eases of Or poisoning
were reported from U static in 1914. 40
eases from III states. f /r posse Sill, .040i
0101,110.10 leen all Wen eceiee4 cemeemid.
Yet fly poison still IS Wit anguarepd
escape in the homes where motbets have
learned that the eats, erelosepaimu.
as caieher sect destroyer is
NGLEFOO
Tb. Journal of the Malgs. awe mediae
Ilksciety comments thus to • 1111101111 'listless
"Symptoms of arsenical poillooltur are VISIT
similar ICI 01,44/ of cholera isitastunt: us-
goutuedly a number of eases of cholera lw
tenni m were really eases of *fro pol • 'is-
. tee, but death. If occurring. mu &WU:imbed tO
111boisrs 10(110I1119
"Age ripest, arsenical fly desitlee101
lime are dangerous awl shotud be .!-,,,u.ho
d.
Health officials shoek1 trirome atones...I to
prevent further loss of life 1r,i m their *mace.
Der Michigan Waning this last SASS •I'"Clo
111•••4 • law retcul.aUes the sale of poievoosia
ay Papers."
Thi 0* & W. 'Thum Co.
amid gam.. oar.
_
Her Love Hung on a Hair. ,
"I see where i Detroit wife left hel
husband because he wore a wig"
"Pelaaw that was but a bald ex
clam."
 4
WHY HAVE
'Plantation'
teed and will
Your money
dealer, if it
proper trial
CHILLS AND FEVER?
 Chill Tonic is avenue
do the work in a week.
cheerfully refunded by
fails after giving it a
Price 50c.-Adv.
/Vs 1 geed thing to tistre a temper tt
you know how to handle it.
Dr. Pierce'. Pellets are best for liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet for
a laxative-three for a cathartic.-Adv.,
- Don't expect anyone to give foe-A
medal for being a meddler.
Why That Lame lack?
Morning lameness sharp twinges
when bending, or an all-day back-
ache; each is cause enough to sus-
pect kidney trouble. Get after the
cause. lielp the kidney. We
Americans go it too hard. We
overdo, overeat and neglect our
sleep and exercise and so we are
fast becoming a nation of kidney
sufferers. '72e; more deaths than
in 1590 is the 1910 census story.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills. Thou-
sands recommend them.
A Tennessee Case
o. G. Lawson. Olive "noes
Et... Martin,. T e n n.,err TWO
says: "I suffaract_from
kidney trouble in its
worst form and It kept
me from working It
was hard for me to
sleep and sharp pains
settled in my abdo-
men. My joints got
numb from my knees
down and my kidneys
we.r.a_ an...awful _shape.
I got but little benefit
until I uped Doan'•
Kidney Pills. They cured me
Gee Dean% at Aar Seem so.. sin
DOAN'S /110N ETPILLS
FOSTELIMILSURN CO.. BUIFFALU, N. Y.
Consepation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt R chef —Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely yegeta-
ble - act surely
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner dis-
tress-cure
indigestion,
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PlUCIL
Genuine .ust bear Signature
011aineseiter-
shoe sae permanently ears Omit
terrible iteitlag It Is eons-
ponwisse for that purpose ant
your money yelibe Soroll•WS
ner•werell without quest Nor
If Eleet• Cure fat care
belt. Wesenta:Petter, SLUM Worm
•r any other rain liesmase
the box
Forest. by all drng stores
or by man from 01.• •••
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ITTLE I
IVER I
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B. Rickris Iledlcias Co., Sbenus, Tot
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First Illedsmilst Chink of Ksitseky.
By Joseph W. Lewis, Jr.
It was recently my privrege
to see the:history of an old Ken-
tucky family and it gave me no
little pleasure to discover that
the author cherished a just feel-
ing of pride in the fact that one
of his family was instrumental
. in introducing Methodism in
Kentucky and assisted in the ac-
tual construction of the first
Prima Donnirt.olitralt0-of the Chicago Grand Opera Timpany
Pierre Henrotte
Concert Meister Chicago Grand Opera Company
Marcel Charlier
Director of French Operas, Chicago Grand Opera Company
The Bird Masque
Ernest Harold Baynes, the Naturalist, In the Role of "Shy ;" Six
Players, Beautiful Scenery, New and Novel Lighting Effects
The White Hussars
A Band and Choir of Eighteen, Led by Alfred Sweet
The-Parish -Players
In Three One Act Plays Filled With Human Interest
The Milarney Girls and -Rita Itith
In Special Costumes, Presenting the Music and Legends of
Emerald Isle
The Weatherwax Brothers
One of America's Best Known Male Quartets
The Schumann Quintet
Carrying a Real Pipe Organ and Presenting Musical Classics to
the Delight of a Popular Audience
Great _Lectures on Vital Subjects Interpretation of Modern Plays
Playzround Workers and Story Tellers For the Children
the
Methodist, church in that state.
kis no small thing to belong to
good old Methodist stock, and to
be able to trace the source of
your religious convictions and
denominational preference to the
time of John Wesley himself.
Among the first Methodists to
enter the "Old Dominion" was
the Curd family. In 1783 John
Curd, then a resident of Albe-
marle county, Va., along with
his wife. Lucy Brent, and his
• children, "With Wire money and
I few mares," made the perilous
i I journey to Kentucky, at that
I time a wild region inhabited on-
ly by unfriendly Indians. He
settled upon a large tract of land
In what is now Mercer county,
and at the month of Dicks river.
He had joined the Methodist
church before he left his old
home and it was not long before
he himself was organizing a
Methodist society in the western
wilderneas. A simple statement
of the building of the first churh
of our denomination in Kentucky
illustrates the fact that Nith all
the modern conveniences and
comforts which we enjoy, it is
difficult to truly appreciate the
hardships and trials endured by
our fathers in the early days of
Methodism in our.country. John
Curd and his friends, _Franci  _
Clark and John Durham, the for- Capi stock paid in'
mer said to have been the firsti r,.. Undiv ided prone.; 
125. tal 
local preacher and the latter the Less current expenses, intereet. and taxes paid
first class leader in Kentucky, 91 circulating not, a outstanding
erected the first Methodist 33. 
Individual deposits subject to cheek
No. Relic
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
First National Bank
At Murray, in the State of Kentucky, at the Close of But&
sou on May lit, 1816. ,
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church, which was located on
Chautauqua Week Here June 17-24 vents of Methodism hewed thethe land of John Curd about sixmiles from Danville. These tier-
Commissioners Sale
Calloway Circuit Court, Kentucky
Vs: Judgment.
James MoCuiston, etc.
By virtue of a Judgment and Or-
der of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
•••
;see'
1. Total loans and diseounte
2. Overdrafts unsecured  
3. United States bonds deposited t 'secure circulation (par value)
5. Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve Bank  61.10000
a Liss amount unpaid   550.00-
7. Value of banking house (if unencumbered)
S. Furniture and fixtures
10.. Net amount due from Federal Reserve Bank
11. a Net amount due from approved reserve agents
P ew York, Chicago arid St. Louis 
b Net amount due from approved reserve agents
12.
15.
16.
19.
21.
logs and built with their own s
hands their primitive temple,
while the other members took
their turns in patrolling the wood
to protect the zealous workmenbeginning at a reek 29 poles north e east, about 35 acres, including the 
C. B. Fulton. Administrat r of the southwest collier o' the north improvements and this on the north 
from the assault of Int:liana.,
W. A. McCuistou. etc. west quarter of section 27, township side of said quarter section line,
, 
in- Here, indeed, we have an exam-
eluding all to be sold about 65 or 70 ple of true religious heroism.
acres as above described. ,
FOf the purchase price purchaser 
We cannot think it strange that
the present generation of Curdswith approved surety or securities
must execute bond, bearing legal In- 
li 
hould be proud of their ances-
terest from the day of. sale until tor. It is interesting to note
paid, and having the force and ef- that the foundation laid by John
feet of a judgment. Bidders wet Curd was strong enough to hold
be prepared to comply promPtir representatives of his family in
of section 27, township 1, range 6- township 1, range 6 east, and being
east, except te6 acres, more or less, 56 poles mirth and south and 15 poles
sold and deeded to J. B. Hodges by east and west. Which leaves to be
W. A. NicCuiston and described as sold in erection 27, township 1. ranse
1. range 6 east. On the mouth of
Sandy road, thence east with said
road to a walnut tree, thence nearly
east parallel with the quarter sec-
tion line 117 poles to the quarter sec-Court rendered at the April term
lion line, thence about north withthereof. 1916. in the above cause for
'quarter section line e5 poles to athe purpose of payment of debts and
rock, thence about west parallela division of the remaining proceeds.
with the section and quarter sectionI shall proceed to offer for sale at , line to the west line of the saidthe court house door in Murray. quarter section, being also sectionKentucky, to the highest bidder at; line, thence south with section linepublic auction on the :2th day of poles to the beginuiug. „Fee es-May, 1918,--Ween the hours scription of said land see deed bookof 1:00 and 3:4) o'clock p. m., being; le, page WO. 
county court day. upon a credit -ott Also. except 11 1-2 acres, more orsix months, the following described less, gold and deeded to J. I. Hodgesproperty, or so much thereof as may and described as beginning on thebe necessary to satisfy the above! west line of the northwest quartertedgment. same lying -n i Calloway I of section 27, township 1, range 6county. Keutucky. tow it:
10 acres out of the southeast cor-
ner of the southwest quarter of sec-
tion 22, township 1. range 6 east,
and described as beginning at the
scentbeast, -corner of said quarter, Also, except 6 acres, more or less.
thence west 60 pot.. thence north bektuning at a rock in the northwest
32 poles. thence east 50 poles, thence corner of the northwest quarter of
sooth to the beginning. section 27, township I, /range 6 east,
20 acres out of the southwest cor- thence south 36 poles, thence east 22
Der of the northeast quarter of see- poles. thence north 36 poles, thence
tton V. township 1, range 6 east. west 22 poles to the beginning.
The same being 80 poles north and Also. except 5 acres, more or less,
south and 40 poles east and west, out of the northeast corner of the
Also all of the northwest quarter torthwest quarter of section 27,
east, thence north 19 poles, thence
east 21 1-2 poles, thence north 6
poles. thence east 60 tx poles, thence
south 24 poles. thence tee poles to the
beginning.
with these terms.
J. A. Edwards. Commissioner.. the Methodist fold from his day
down to the present time. Hei-
  den T. Curd, the grandson of the
Kentucky pioneer, was for many
Notice is hereby given that all years a leading member-or Wal-
persons holding claims against nut street church, Louisville, and
the estate of J. M. Morris, de-
ceased, must present same to the 
was̀kfor a time the missionary
undersigned properly proven on 
treasurer of our church, and his
son, Prof. Charles P. Curd, the
or before July 1, 1916, or be for-I great-grandson of John Curd, is
ever barred from the collection now a member of our Cook Ave-
of same. And all persons know- nue church.
ing themselves indebted to the 
said estate by note -or account Stray Notice.
are also notified to come forward Taken up as a stray by W. A.
by above date and make settle- Vance, living at Newberg, Gal-
ment of same.-J. W. Falwell, loway county, Ky., one bay mare
Settlemeat Sake.
Agent 5113 about 10 years old, about 134
No advance prices on the gen- 
, hands high, branded with letter
uine George Delker buggies. 
, M" on right hip, white spot in
Sexton B hers. 
-
; forehead, appraised before mee& 
SYNONYMOUS TERMS
•••••••••
"The Canvas Qflege" "The University of the People
"Inspiration; Recreation and Popular Education"
,"The Redpath Chautauqua
•
 I by Z. M. Jackson and J. M. Sel-
 1 lars at thirty-five dollars. This
the 8th day of May, 1916.-G.W.
Holland, J. P. C. C. 5113*
. For earache, toothache, pains,
burns, scalds, sore throat, try
Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil, a
splendid remedy for emergen-
cies.
To any citizen of an up to date community:
You owe it to your growing boy and girl to give them a Chautauqua education.
You owe it to your wife to give her a Chautauqua vacation from the year mud routine of  home cares.
You owe it to yourself to get the recreation, the entertainment, the inspiration, the broadened
horizon which come from attendint a Redpath Chautauqua. 
•THE REDRATH CHAUTAUQUA IS COMING HERE 
Season tickets ere now on sale by the local committee at one half dollar less than they can be
bought after the committee's supply is exhausted
. Card Masks.
1. We wish to.thank our friends
and neighbors for their kindness
in
 01,00.20
In
other reserve cities 12,451.24-11890.44
Net amount due from breaks and bankers (other
ed in 10 or II) 
b Fractional currency, nickels, and Centel  "
Notes of other national banks 
Coin and certificates
Redemption fund with (*feted States Treaserer and due from
United States Treasurer 
650.00
8.000.00
1,953.11
2,004 36
than includ-
  61.64
19 090 64
4.64
600.110
312.50
Total  r $100.505 56
I IARII um's.
  025,000.00
'2.15851?
664.36- 1,459.03
-  6,250.00
  60.084.0/3
.34.. cersiticateseLgspesit.due in lees than 3eedayfi....1_-• 36
40.- Cashier's cheeks outstanding 662 09
Total demand deposits, 'tenet 33. 34. 35,
:Di, 33 arid 4u  e67,69s.95
--Total  •• 109,50-'
tate of Kentucky, County of Calleway. ss:
I, T. II. Stokes, Cashier of the ale /se named bank. do solemnly swear
• thaIt the above b. ateilient is true to the twat of my knowledge and belief.
T. II. STOKES, Cashier.
Correct-Attest: J. T. PA RK ER.
W. H. FINNEY,
BEN B. KEYS. Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before m tli e this te day of May. Vole.
Roberem. Notary Pub.!:.
and goodness during the sickness
and death of our husband and
father, also to the faithful phy-
sicians who did all they could to
prelorg his days, but to no avail.
•
'Our prayer is, to all. _that if it
. • ever falls to your. Tot "that you
uta' aqua Week Here Jane 17-24._Ws. -L. L-Ogisehi.z.zd-Children.rntri.be blessed aa we were.=
:tree e „ •
•. • . • e'e •
mn.1- -
•
Commissioners Sale
Calloway Grail Cart, &sticky
R. C. Tarry, etc., Plaintiffs.
chaser with approved surety orsecuri-
ties. must execute bond. bearing leg-
a; interest front the day of sale until
paid. and has lug the force and 'effect
of a judgment. Bidders will be pre-
' pared to comply promptly with these
ts•rm s.Vs. Judgment. _ --
41. W. (*roves arid Ryan-Miller. Co..1-
Defendants. •
By virtue of- -2 Judeareet east! Or-
der of Sale of the Calloway Circuit ,
  rendered at. _tlie__Aeril _term _
thereof. 19ii; in the above CALIF* for
the purpose of payierg debt amount-
ing to 82211.29 and accrued interest. ,
and costs herein expended.
I shall proceed to offer for sale at "
the cote t hoese doer in Murray. Ken-1
Lucky. to the highest bidder at pub-I
lic auction on tee =ad day of Mayei
1916. between the hours cf let),
o'clock p. ne, and 3:00 o'clock p. tn.. 1,
being county court day, upon a credit '
of 6 months, the following describ- I
ed propertv. or as much thereof as
may be ,necessary to /satisfy the
above named judgment, towit:
Said land lying and being in Cal-
loway county, Kentucky. Viz: The
west half of the northwest quaxter
of section 7, township 3, range 6 east.
same containing acres, more or
less
the purchase price: (our-
J. A. Edwards. Commissioner.
  - -STATEMENT---
 _
OtThe ownerstip, management,
circulation, etc., required by the
act of congress of Auguat 24th,
1912 of the Murray Ledger, pub-,
Hailed weekly at Murray, K.
for April 1, 1916. , ow.
Name of publisher, editoo busi-
ner, managing editor arlennings,
ness manager, 0. J.
Murray, Ky.
Known bondholde
mortga-
ty holders
gees, and other securler cent or
owning or holding 1 pa, mortga-
more of total of bond lea: Nobe.
gee, or other securitu4NINGS.
(Signed) 0. J. JEtribed before
Sworn to and subeci )11 1916.
me this 26 day of Api,20N, N. P.
M. D. HOLT
• - • • • • • •
/3313/17=alaimurprrnmr- ***** •
HERBINIE-
Cleanses the Liver of Bile
Sweetens the Breath
Purifies the Bowels
Corrects Dizziness 7iritsRestores Energy and Cheerful Si
Price 50 cents 
IS.J40.JAS. F. ost.t. ARIL Proprretor ST. LOT:
•
* • • • 
SOLD BY H. P. -WE AF1-
Le-•
•
11.
411
fig
4s
e,
'
• a
